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Abstract

Modern software development is extremely collaborative and agile, with unprecedented speed and scale of activity. Popular trends like continuous delivery and continuous deployment aim at building, fixing, and releasing software with greater speed and frequency. Bug localization, which aims to automatically localize bug reports to relevant software artifacts, has the potential to improve software developer efficiency by reducing the time spent on debugging and examining code. To date, this problem has been primarily addressed by applying information retrieval techniques based on static code elements, which are intrinsically unable to reflect how software evolves over time. Furthermore, as prior approaches frequently rely on exact term matching to measure relatedness between a bug report and a software artifact, they are prone to be affected by the lexical gap that exists between natural and programming language.

This thesis explores using software changes (i.e., changesets), instead of static code elements, as the primary data unit to construct an information retrieval model toward bug localization. Changesets, which represent the differences between two consecutive versions of the source code, provide a natural representation of a software change, and allow to capture both the semantics of the source code, and the semantics of the code modification. To bridge the lexical gap between source code and natural language, this thesis investigates using topic modeling and deep learning architectures that enable creating semantically rich data representation with the goal of identifying latent connection between bug reports and source code. To show the feasibility of the proposed approaches, this thesis also investigates practical aspects related to using a bug localization tool, such retrieval delay and training data availability.
The results indicate that the proposed techniques effectively leverage historical data about bugs and their related source code components to improve retrieval accuracy, especially for bug reports that are expressed in natural language, with little to no explicit code references. Further improvement in accuracy is observed when the size of the training dataset is increased through data augmentation and data balancing strategies proposed in this thesis, although depending on the model architecture the magnitude of the improvement varies. In terms of retrieval delay, the results indicate that the proposed deep learning architecture significantly outperforms prior work, and scales up with respect to search space size.
INTRODUCTION

Over the years, software development processes have been modernized to support efficient building and deployment of software systems. Practices such as continuous integration and continuous deployment focus on capturing source code evolution over time and allow to coordinate efforts of multiple developers to instantly deliver software to end users [1, 2, 3]. As a result, modern software development is highly dynamic with extremely high code churn and the number of contributing developers [4, 5]. At the same time, performing common development tasks, such as debugging, maintaining, or updating the code, has become more challenging due to the large volumes of code that have to be analyzed and comprehended by software developers to successfully complete the task at hand.

Locating and fixing software bugs has persisted as one of the most common and important tasks software developers face on a daily basis. In fact, the year 2017 has been marked as "The year that software bugs ate the world" [6], which serves as a reminder that in an environment in which software size and complexity grows constantly, and production deadlines are pressing, software bugs are bound to happen, and, in due time, have to be resolved. To fix a bug, a developer first analyzes the bug report looking for hints about bug location and then explores the source code to identify a few potential bug-related code entities for which undesired behavior is later confirmed through debugging [7]. The process of identifying relevant software artifacts, such as classes or methods, given a bug report is typically referred to as bug localization [8, 9].
Supporting developers during bug localization is one of the long-standing goals in the software engineering research community, due to its potential to improve practice by reducing the time developers spend examining code when addressing a newly reported bug. Automatically linking a bug report to its most relevant software artifacts is predominantly performed using Information Retrieval (IR) methods, where the bug report text is used to formulate a query that is matched to a corpus of code elements, i.e. classes or methods. The retrieved software artifacts are subsequently ranked according to their relatedness to the bug report.

Unfortunately, despite numerous efforts, the accuracy of bug localization approaches is not yet high enough for widespread use, especially as it applies to different software projects that vary in bug report and code style. Recently, researchers observed that bug localization techniques are strongly influenced by the types of bug reports in the project. Bug reports differ based on how they describe the software failure, e.g., when bug reports are written by expert developers they tend to include detailed information about the source of the bug, such as stack traces or even direct references to relevant source code artifacts, while bug reports created by end-users that are unfamiliar with the source code, typically provide only high-level description of the observed faulty behavior. For this second category of bug reports more sophisticated bug localization techniques that, e.g., mine revision histories or build higher-level representations of the source code, are required.

Many tools and techniques proposed to date, view the source code as a static set of documents, which do not change over time. However, unlike some natural language corpora, source code is a subject of constant evolution. As a result, techniques based on static data are susceptible to become quickly outdated. In addition, as the software evolution process itself encodes important information about the project, disregarding the notion of change may also
lead to ignoring the key data to locate relevant software artifacts.

To introduce dynamics of software evolution into tools and techniques targeting bug localization, researchers have recently investigated using changesets (or commits) as the main unit to construct retrieval models \[24, 25, 26\]. Changesets, which represent the differences between two consecutive versions of the source code, are the primary dimension of data created as software evolves. Changesets have a unique property of capturing both the semantics of the source code, expressed in each local change, and the semantics of the change, encoded by the grouping of multiple local changes within a changeset boundary. Moreover, as changesets are committed into a source code repository, they also capture additional important information about a software development process, such as the time and the author of the modification.

The primary goal of this thesis is to study the usage of changesets towards constructing models effective at retrieving source code artifacts (i.e., classes or changesets) related to a newly reported bug. We specifically focus on models that are able to create context-aware data representations to bridge the gap between a programming language, which defines software functionalities in a rigid and highly-structured manner, and a natural language that is used to describe software failures.

1.1 Contributions of the thesis

Investigating contextual models for bug localization. As software evolves rapidly and is actively maintained by multiple developers, different portions of the code base become affected by distinctive identifier naming patterns and conventions, which exacerbate the already existing semantic gap between bug reports and related code elements, posing a significant challenge to bug localization techniques based solely on token similarity \[27\]. Surveys of practitioners have also indicated that bug reports that explicitly mention the names of classes or methods relevant to the bug
fix do not require automated bug localization while assisting in localizing bug reports with large semantic gaps with the code base is likely more valuable to developers [28].

To bridge this gap, this work explores using probabilistic and deep learning models to build semantically rich representations of bug reports and source code artifacts. More specifically, first, we focus on using a topic model that leverages the history of previously fixed bug reports to improve the accuracy of the model. Next, encouraged by recently observed improvement in NLP domain fueled by deep learning approaches, we move toward a deep learning architecture to explore different strategies to encode changesets semantics.

**Addressing different types of bug reports.** Bug reports may contain a variety of content relevant to a specific bug, including description of observed abnormal behavior, relevant class names or components (when known to the reporter), and observed stack traces if the bug resulted in a failure. Depending on the content present in a bug report, different strategies can be employed to best utilize provided information, leading to increased retrieval accuracy.

In this work, we predominantly focus on improving retrieval for bug reports which lack code references or other localization hints, hence are typically the most challenging to locate from the perspective of software developers. To this end, we leverage contextual models trained on historical data to capture correlation between natural language and the code base, and propose an adaptive approach that dynamically adjusts the prediction based on the character of a bug report.

**Efficient approaches to bug localization.** There are two main disadvantages of using IR-based models for bug localization. First, IR models typically do not support adding new information to the already trained model, hence, they require periodical re-training, which can be expensive and time-consuming even on the latest hardware.
Secondly, as IR-based models require performing pairwise comparison between a bug report and all software artifacts, the cost of applying such techniques for large software projects may be prohibitively high due to retrieval delay.

To address the first problem, we propose an approach leveraging an online variant of the probabilistic topic model, Online Latent Dirichlet Allocation, which provides an update procedure that allows introducing new data as they arrive. For the second issue, we explore a recently proposed late interaction deep learning architecture that delays interaction between a bug report and a software artifact (i.e. similarity computation), which, in turn, enables efficient retrieval through an approximated search strategy.

**Data augmentation for bug localization.** While deep learning models have shown great potential towards bug localization, they are often hamstrung by insufficient training data, particularly in the context of project-specific data. Training a deep learning model for bug localization requires a substantial training set of fixed bug reports, which are at a limited quantity even in popular and actively developed software projects.

To address that, this work explores using synthetic training data on transformer-based deep learning models for bug localization. To generate high-quality synthetic data, we propose novel data augmentation operators that act on different constituent components of bug reports. We also describe a data balancing strategy that aims to create a corpus of augmented bug reports that better reflects the entire source code base.

### 1.2 Structure of the thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 describes how to apply information retrieval toward bug localization, and discusses advantages and challenges
associated with leveraging changesets and addressing different types of bug reports. In Chapter 3, we review the related work and contrast it with the proposed approaches. Chapter 4 introduces JINGO, an Online LDA model build on changesets that leverages historical data and adapts to different types of bug reports. Chapter 5 describes a deep learning model that uses highly efficient retrieval architecture for bug localization. Chapter 6 proposes a novel bug report augmentation strategy that increases the number of training examples to further improve the performance of deep learning models for bug localization. Finally, chapter 8 outlines the future work.
CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

This section starts with an introduction to applying IR-based models in the context of bug localization, followed by a description of common metrics used to evaluate the performance of such models. Next, we define and outline the structure of a changeset, and discuss the benefits and challenges associated with using changesets as a primary data unit. Finally, we characterize different types of bug reports that can occur in a software project and examine how they unique properties may affect a bug localization technique.

2.1 Information retrieval-based bug localization

Bug localization is often framed as an Information Retrieval (IR) task: given a text of a bug report (i.e. query) find the most appropriate program elements (i.e. documents). Figure 1 depicts an overview of an IR system towards bug localization, which comprises of two essential steps: building a retrieval model and retrieving software artifacts for a new bug report.

Fig. 1.: Information retrieval system for bug localization.
The first step of building an IR model is collecting a set of input software artifacts. Although the majority of bug localization techniques use classes or methods as the input documents \cite{29, 30, 31, 32, 33}, the focus of this work is exclusively on changesets. Hence, the input to the model is a collection of changesets, extracted from a project’s repository. Next, the input documents are passed to a document processor which is responsible for creating a corpus from raw data provided on its input (i.e. text of changesets). The process starts with a tokenizer splitting each document into a list of tokens based on whitespace characters. The tokens are then passed to a token processor that applies a set of transformations to each of them, producing a final set of terms that forms a document in a corpus. The following set of transformations is commonly used for processing code-related data \cite{25, 34, 35}.

1. **Split:** divide tokens based on non-alphabetical characters or conventions (e.g., “ClassName” becomes “Class” and “Name”);

2. **Normalize:** convert all upper case letter to lower case letters;

3. **Filter:** remove common words and stop words, such as “and”, “or”, “a”; remove programming language keywords, such as “class”, “void”, “int” (Java);

4. **Stem:** extract the root word of a token by removing prefixes and suffixes (e.g., “writing” becomes “writ”, “classes” becomes “class”);

5. **Prune:** remove tokens that are too frequent (e.g., more than 80% of documents), or too rare (e.g., less than 5% of documents);

6. **Encode:** replace tokens with unique numeric identifiers, such that the same tokens are encoded with the same identifier.

The resulting corpus of documents is fed into a retrieval model with the objective of building an efficient data representation that groups similar documents together.
After the training is completed, the corpus of documents is encoded by the model and forms an index. Depending on the underlying model, the notion of similarity and how it is computed can vary. Here, we describe three main types of models used for IR-related tasks.

**Vector Space Model (VSM).** Proposed by Salton et al. [36], VSM is an algebraic model for representing a text document. Based on the corpus of documents, VSM constructs a term-document matrix $C$ of size $N \times D$, where $N$ is the number of unique terms and $D$ stands for the number of documents in the corpus, such that each document from a corpus is represented by a vector of term weights. Computing term weights, given a document in a corpus, is most often based on the classical weighting scheme term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf-idf), which increases a term weight accordingly to the term frequency in a document, while decreases it proportionally to the term frequency in other documents. Intuitively, the more frequently term $i$ occurs within a document $d$, and the less frequently it occurs in other documents, the higher the weight of term $i$ in the document $d$.

Similarity between two documents in VSM model is estimated based on a vector similarity metric, such as cosine similarity. Given the data representation used by VSM, two documents are considered similar if they exhibit a similar frequency of terms, while the context in which the terms occur is ignored, hence all bug localization techniques based on VSM have a limited accuracy ceiling [11].

**Topic model.** A topic model is a probabilistic model that identifies an abstract set of topics (or common themes) in a corpus, such that documents describing similar concepts should be characterized by similar topics. For instance, documents referring to “soccer” and “swimming” should be grouped under a common theme of “sport”, while “doge” and “bitcoin” should belong together in “unstable cryptocurrencies” category. Given a corpus of documents, a topic model discovers $K$ latent topics,
which can be subsequently used to encode documents. In particular, each document is represented by a topic vector of size $K$, such that $i$-th position in the topic vector corresponds to the strength of topic $k_i$ in the document.

Similarly as for VSM, a vector similarity metric can be used to compare topic vectors of a pair of documents. However, unlike VSM, a similarity in the context of topic models relies not only term frequency, but, through the topics, captures implicit context expressed within a document.

There are multiple approaches to constructing a topic model. In this work, we focus on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model, proposed by Blei et al. [37]. More detailed description of LDA is provided in Chapter 4.2.

**Word embedding-based models.** A word embedding refers to a real-valued vector representation of a word, such that words with a similar meaning have a similar representation. Word embeddings are typically learned using a neural network with the goal of creating a $d$ dimensional embedding space that groups words with analogous meaning next to each other in the embedding space. For instance, “soccer” and “swimming” should be close to each other, and away from “doge” and “bitcoin”.

Given that each word is represented by a vector, each document becomes a matrix, which is more computationally expensive to use for the purpose of similarity computation. Hence, most often an aggregation operation (e.g., average) is used to create 1d vector to represent a document.

As before, pairwise comparison between two documents is based on applying selected vector similarity metric to documents vectors. Compared to VSM-based models, which disregard the notion of context, embedding-based approaches have the advantage of capturing the meaning of words. Compared to topic models, that infer a document-level context, embeddings build the context at a word-level.

Powered by the success of word embeddings models [38, 39], in the recent years
we observed an emergence of advanced neural network architectures targeting various natural language processing tasks. In particular, introduced by Devlin et al. [40] Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) based on a deep learning architecture, Transformer, proposed by Vaswani et al. [41], brought the significant improvement in how machines can interpret and reason about natural language. In this work, we leverage BERT-based model to explore its potential in the context of bug localization. Detailed description of BERT is provided in Chapter 5.2.

The second step in the IR-based bug localization is retrieving relevant software artifacts for a newly reported bug. To this end, a bug report is passed to the model that (1) encodes a bug report in a same manner as the corpus of documents, and (2) performs a pairwise comparison between encoded bug report and documents in the index, and subsequently ranks the documents based on the similarity.

2.2 Evaluation of IR models

Given a software project with a collection of $B$ bug reports, and a corpus of $S$ software artifacts ranked by an IR-based bug localization model, the retrieval performance is measured with the following set of metrics [29, 25, 32].

**Mean Reciprocal Rank:** MRR quantifies the ability of a model to locate first relevant software artifact to a bug report. For each bug report $b$, the first relevant software artifact with a rank $N$, is used to compute a Reciprocal Rank ($RR$).

$$RR_b = \frac{1}{N}$$

The MRR score is then calculated as an average of RR across all $B$ bug reports.

$$MRR = \frac{1}{|B|} \sum_{i=1}^{[B]} \frac{1}{RR_b}$$
Values of MRR ranges between 0 and 1, where 1 corresponds to the perfect score achieved when one of the relevant artifacts is ranked first for all bug reports. Intuitively, by focusing only on the first relevant artifact, MRR ignores the overall ranking. However, typically only a few artifacts are related to each bug, and correctly identifying at least one of them can help a developer to discover other culprits more effectively [42, 29].

**Precision@K:** P@K evaluates how many of the top-K software artifacts in the ranking are relevant to a bug report. The value of precision for a bug report $b$, $P@K_b$, is equal to the number of relevant artifacts $Rel(i)$ located in the top-K positions in the ranking.

$$P@K_b = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{K} Rel(i)}{K}, \quad Rel(i) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if artifact at position } i \text{ is relevant} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

The value of P@K across a collection of $B$ bug reports is computed as an average of $P@K_b$.

$$P@K = \frac{1}{|B|} \sum_{i=1}^{B} P@K_b$$

P@K value can implicitly indicate how much effort is required from developer to examine the ranking and find the relevant artifacts. For instance, in an ideal scenario (P@K=1), all the relevant information are on the top of the ranking, while when P@K $\leq$ 1, the developer is required to identify false positives manually. To account for the developers efforts, P@K is computed at $K = [1, 3, 5]$.

**Mean Average Precision:** MAP measures how well a model can locate all software artifacts relevant to a bug report. For each bug report $b$, the positions of all relevant software artifacts in the ranking are used to compute an Average Precision ($AvgP$)
\[ AvgP_b = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{|S|} P@i_b \times Rel(i)}{\# \text{ relevant artifacts}} \]

MAP is then calculated as an average of \( AvgP \) across all \( B \) bug reports.

\[ MAP = \frac{1}{|B|} \sum_{i=1}^{|B|} \frac{1}{AvgP_b} \]

Similarly, as for MRR, values of MAP range between 0 and 1, with 1 representing perfect retrieval result, such that all relevant artifacts occupy consecutive top positions in the ranking.

### 2.3 Leveraging changesets for bug localization

#### 2.3.1 Structure of changesets

Changesets encode a set of related code modifications that are committed to a software repository (e.g., git) by a specific developer [43]. Figure 2 shows an exemplary changeset that modify two Java classes in order to introduce a timeout mechanism. Based on their structure, changesets can be decomposed into two major parts: header information and code modifications. The header information includes all of the commit metadata, such as unique commit identifier, author name, date of the commit, and commit message. While the commit message in Figure 2 is long and extensive, and includes information about relevant project components, reason for the performed modification, suggested code reviewer, and a reference to an external resource relevant to the change, in practice, commit message quality and length vary strongly across different projects and development teams [44, 45].

The actual code modifications form the core part of the changeset. The modifications are grouped by each affected file and are computed using a specific differencing algorithm. For instance, Figure 2 shows the standard output of the `git diff` command,
[TABLE SERVICE] [CLIENT] Provide a timeout mechanism on closing the client

### Motivation
Closing the storage client sometime takes long time. And closing the client typically happens at the last step. So we don’t necessarily to be blocking at waiting it to complete.

### Changes
Provide a timeout version of sync close. And timeout the closing operation if it doesn’t complete within 1 second.

Reviewers: Jia Zhai <None>, Enrico Olivelli <eolivelli@gmail.com>
This closes #1717 from sijie/close_storage_client

diff --git a/stream/clients/java/all/src/main/java/org/apache/bookkeeper/clients/StorageClientImpl.java
b/stream/clients/java/all/src/main/java/org/apache/bookkeeper/clients/StorageClientImpl.java
index fca1e5a77..9d4955697 100644
--- a/stream/clients/java/all/src/main/java/org/apache/bookkeeper/clients/StorageClientImpl.java
+++ b/stream/clients/java/all/src/main/java/org/apache/bookkeeper/clients/StorageClientImpl.java
@@ -128,7 +128,11 @@ class StorageClientImpl extends AbstractAutoAsyncCloseable implements StorageCl
    super.close();
    try {
        super.close(1, TimeUnit.SECONDS);
+        } catch (Exception e) {
+            log.warn("Encountered exceptions on closing the storage client", e);
+        }
    }
    scheduler.forceShutDown(100, TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS);
}
2.3.2 Advantages and challenges of using changesets

A key design choice in IR-based techniques that are applied to source code is what constitutes a document: classes, methods, files, or changesets. The document choice has a strong influence on, e.g., how topics in a topic model are formed or how an embedding space is constructed, therefore utilizing changesets as documents brings several advantages as well as challenges inherent to this data type.

**Co-changed code.** Changesets have the benefit of capturing co-change code, which is known to be an important predictor of software maintenance activity \[47\]. When leveraging changesets as a primary document dimension, co-changed code entities will often appear within the same document boundary. In the result, techniques utilizing co-occurring terms should recognize code entities that are often modified together leading to better IR performance. To confirm this hypothesis, we empirically examine whether frequently co-changed classes are likely to be expressed by similar document vectors. For this purpose, we use an LDA model and compare distributions of topics between frequently and rarely co-changed classes in 4 different popular software projects, BookKeeper, OpenJPA, Pig and ZooKeeper. The co-changed classes in each project are divided into three categories: 1) class pairs that are co-changed more than or equal to 20% of the time; 2) class pairs that are co-changed less than 20% of the time but more than or equal to 5% of the time; and 3) class pairs that are co-changed less than 5%. For instance, a class pair is considered co-changed more than or equal to 20% of the time, when the classes share at least 20% of commits in their respective modification histories. For each of these three categories of class pairs, we compute the cosine similarity of the topic distribution vectors of the class pairs using LDA model built from all of the changesets in each project. To limit the computational time and avoid corner cases, we only consider the 100 most changed classes for each
Table 1.: How the co-change relationship between classes is reflected in a LDA model built from changesets. The figure reports the average cosine similarity of different categories of co-changed classes, where the similarity is computed using the inferred LDA distribution of the text of each class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average cosine similarity of classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>co-changed &gt;= 20% of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BookKeeper</td>
<td>0.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenJPA</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

project. Higher cosine similarity among frequently co-changed classes indicates that the co-change relationship is also reflected by the LDA model trained on changesets. The results, shown in Table 1, demonstrate that the more often classes are co-changed, the more similar are their topic distributions, which indicates the LDA model is able to inherently reflects the co-change relationship when provided with changesets as an input.

**Frequently changed code.** Another similar advantage is in frequently changed code, which is likely to appear in many documents. Researchers and practitioners have observed that, over time, bug disproportionally appear in code that has been recently and frequently changed [48, 49]. Therefore, observing recent code changes, rather than only considering static source code snapshots, can have significant value to bug localization techniques.

**Data quality.** Challenges to using changesets for bug localization can arise from noise that can be introduced by tangled changesets, which reflect multiple unrelated changes to the source code, split changesets, where a bug fix is split across multiple
changesets, or refactoring changesets, which result in many small unrelated changes to the entire source code repository \cite{50,51}. However, as long as such noisy changesets are in the minority relative to ones that reflect semantically related modifications to the source code, it is likely for a topic- or embedding-based model to still produce a reasonable representation that can model how source code is changed in a particular project \cite{52}.

2.4 Diversity of bug reports

The content of bug reports can vary as some reports provide explicit localization hints through stack traces or code element names, while others contain only high-level textual description \cite{13}. In examining the trends from interviews conducted with a large cohort of software developers from industry and open-source software, Zou et al. report that developers do not trust bug localization tools due to their inability to adapt to different types of bug reports, specifically noting that existing techniques only work on the most simple cases, with straightforward textual similarity between the bug report and code base \cite{53}.

To illustrate the different types of bug reports and their properties, in Figure 3 we show three exemplary bug reports we encountered when examining reports from the BookKeeper project. Each example contains a summary and description of the bug report and a list of fixed classes, sorted by the number of changed lines.

Figure 3a displays bug report #600, which describes a situation causing the GarbageCollectorThread to throw an exception and provides the resulting stack trace. To fix this bug, a developer modified \texttt{waitEntrylogFlushed()} method in the GarbageCollectorThread by adding a check for the offset size. This bug report provides a comprehensive source of information for the developer as it directly points to the class to be fixed, with additional information on finding the method to fix available in the
**Summary**: GarbageCollectorThread exiting with ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException

**Description**: After completing compaction, GarbageCollectorThread will do flush any outstanding offsets. When there is no offset present, its throwing following exception and exiting.

```
[stack trace]
at org.apache.bookkeeper.bookie.GarbageCollectorThread
$CompactionScannerFactory.flush
   (GarbageCollectorThread.java:175)
[stack trace continues]
```

**Fixed**: GarbageCollectorThread

(a) BookKeeper-700; code references (CR) bug report.

---

**Summary**: AutoRecovery should consider read only bookies.

**Description**: Autorecovery Auditor should consider the readonly bookies as available bookies while publishing the under-replicated ledgers. Also AutoRecoveryDaemon should shutdown if the local bookie is readonly.

**Fixed**: Auditor, BookKeeperAdmin, BookieWatcher, BookiesListener, AuditorRecoveryMain, ReplicationWorker

(b) BookKeeper-632; shared terms (ST) bug report.

---

**Summary**: Fix for empty ledgers losing quorum.

**Description**: If a ledger is open and empty, when a bookie in the ensemble crashes, no recovery will take place (because there's nothing to recover). This open, empty, unrepaired ledger can persist for a long time. If it loses another bookie, it can lose quorum. At this point it's impossible for the bookie to know that its an empty ledger, and the admin gets notified of missing data.

**Fixed**: Auditor, ReplicationWorker, AutoRecoveryMain, BookKeeperAdmin, AuditorElector

(c) BookKeeper-742; natural language (NL) bug report.

---

Fig. 3.: Bug reports with different characteristics.

stack trace. We refer to this type of bug reports as *code references (CR) bug reports*.

Bug report #632, shown in Figure 3b refers to the correct way of handling
"readonly bookies when publishing ledgers". To fix the bug, the developer modified multiple classes, some of which were already mentioned in the report’s text. We observed numerous common tokens shared between the bug report and modified classes: `readonly, available, bookie, publish`. Bug report #632 highlights that bug reports, even if not providing explicit localization hints, still often contain common tokens that, when grouped into common themes, reflect higher-level similarity between concepts presented in the bug report and in the source code, thus we refer to this type of bug reports as *shared terms (ST)* bug reports.

Figure 3c shows bug report #742, describing a chain of faulty behaviors starting when "recovery is not performed for an open and empty ledger after bookie crashes". When fixing the bug, the developer modified multiple classes, none of which is mentioned in the report. This bug report poses the most challenging task for automated bug localization based on IR, since it provides only textual description with no code references and no unique terms that clearly map to source code locations. However, we observe that the set of modified classes for bug #632 and #742 is similar, indicating that there exists an upper layer abstraction that correlates the set of fixed classes to bug #742. In fact, after further examination of the bug fixing history, we noticed that this set of classes was frequently modified together in bug reports that were addressing similar topics. As these bug reports do not provide any code references and are expressed in natural language, we refer to them as *natural language (NL)* bug reports.

Analyzing the examples of different types of bug reports presented above led us to the following two observations. Firstly, bug reports display different levels of details, requiring adopting different strategies to maximize performance of automated bug localization [13]. For instance, in the case of CR bug reports, it is sufficient to rely on matching code terms from a bug report to code tokens in a source code
base. Conversely, ST bug reports can leverage general context similarity. However, neither of these approaches is able to address NL bug reports. This leads to our second observation, namely that even when common themes are not present, correlated high-level concepts are still expressed by the bug report and source code [14] and can be identified by mining bug fixing history. In a results, a bug report can be matched to the most relevant code entities by examining bug fixing history to identify similar bug reports and their related code entities.
CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

Automatically retrieving a list of code elements based on a newly written bug report has generated significant interest among software engineering researcher community over the years. This chapter describes prior work related to bug localization, change-sets, and diverse characteristics of bug reports, discussing the key ideas behind the most recent and transformative approaches to IR-based bug localization explored by researchers to date.

3.1 Code element-based bug localization

Bug localization techniques predominantly focus on identifying code elements, such as classes or methods (on the contrary to changesets), and, to this end, they typically use the VSM model. For instance, BugLocator [54] combines two rankings, one produced by similarity between the bug report and code elements and another based on similarity of the bug report to previously fixed bug reports. BLUiR [29] improves over BugLocator by using program structure to boost specific terms (e.g., class names). Similarly, Dilshener et al. [55] recognized occurrences of class names in bug reports as an essential part of bug localization and introduced a heuristic for boosting different parts of bug reports, such as stack traces or text terms. Wang et al. [56] proposed to join various techniques, creating an ensemble consisting of BugLocator, BLUiR and a defect predictor leveraging development history of a project. Lukins et al. [57] investigated using topic modeling towards bug localization. In their work, an LDA model is applied to bug reports and the relevant code elements are
identified based on the similarity between topic distribution of the bug report and source code files. Nguyen et al. proposed BugScout \[31\], a modified LDA model that correlates bug reports and source code elements via shared topics.

More recently, researchers have been exploring deep learning-based techniques for bug localization. Lam et al.’s technique, DNNLOC, combines a deep neural network with the VSM in order to be effective across different types of similarity \[58\]. Huo et al. proposed a novel convolutional neural network to learn unified feature representation from natural and programming language that captures both lexical and program structure information \[59\]. Their work was extended later on by modeling the sequential nature of source code using LSTM \[60\].

While previous body of work focuses on exploring static source code entities and not changesets, it also brought numerous discoveries in how to best apply information retrieval to bug localization. This work builds upon prior studies by incorporating strategies observed to improve bug localization performance, such as leveraging history of fixed bugs, weighting code terms and capturing contextual information.

### 3.2 Changeset-based bug localization

The earliest work on changeset-based bug localization is Locus \[24\], which is based on VSM matching of bug reports to hunks and commit logs. To adjust for localization hints, Locus adapts its similarity scores based on the proportion of code element mentions in a bug report. Bhagwan et al. \[5\] introduced Orca, a tool that uses a provenance graph to identify commits leading to faulty builds, which are subsequently fed into a VSM to measure the relevance of the commit to a search query. ChangeLocator \[61\] utilizes historical data on software crashes to build a model identifying relevant changesets based on collection on crash reports. Although this approach allows to retrieve changesets, it requires sufficient amount of historical data to
train the model, and a stack trace as an input, which is not always present in a bug report. Corley et al. [25] proposed using an Online LDA model trained on changesets to retrieve source code files. The key advantage of this technique is in building the model incrementally from a stream of changeset, hence avoiding periodic retraining.

Recently, researchers have shifted their attention to deep learning models for changeset-based localization. For instance, Murali et al. [11] proposed Bug2Commit, an unsupervised model leveraging multiple dimension of data associated with bug reports and commits, such as metrics, stack traces or commit meta data. They observed that using embeddings can lead to improvement in model accuracy when compared to BM25. Lin et al. [26] studied the trade-offs between different BERT architectures for the purpose of changeset retrieval, and observed that the speed of the model is significantly affected by the model architecture, while the retrieval accuracy remains fairly the same. However, considering that deep learning models requires significant computational resources, the speed and interactivity of these approaches makes them particularly challenging to apply in an industrial environment without further optimizations.

In this work, we explore two approaches towards changeset-based bug localization. First, we propose a topic modeling technique that improves upon Corley’s approach by modeling bug reports and leveraging the history of fixed bug reports. Secondly, we investigate how to use BERT-based model to increase the retrieval accuracy without compromising the speed of the model.

3.3 Changeset representation

Building a semantically rich representations of changesets is relevant to other software engineering applications beyond bug localization, i.e., just-in-time defect prediction, recommendation of a code reviewer for a patch, tangled change predic-
tion. Approaches that define novel changeset embeddings (vector representations of changeset), including CC2Vec \cite{62} and Commit2Vec \cite{63}, leverage the difference between added and removed lines of code, among other changeset characteristics. Corley et al. \cite{25} studied how including different types of lines from a changeset affects the performance of LDA-based feature location, observing that including context, additions, and log messages, but excluding removed lines, achieves the best performance.

Unlike previous studies, this work investigate modeling changeset representation with BERT. To this end, we explore using different level of granularity inherent to changesets (i.e. changeset-file, file or hunk), and propose two strategies to encode code modifications.

3.4 Diverse characteristics of bug reports

Researchers recognize that differences in the content of bug reports can strongly influence the effectiveness of a bug localization technique. Kochhar et al. were among the first to report that evaluation of bug localization was biased by explicit localization hints in a significant subset of the included bug reports \cite{64}. VSM-based techniques are likely to perform well on such bug reports, though localizing them may not be as useful to developers \cite{28}. Mills et al. refute the idea that VSM-based bug localization are significantly aided by hints, and note that VSM can perform well for bug localization if more attention is paid to how the query is constructed from the bug report text \cite{10}. However, their findings do not preclude additional accuracy improvements by using more complex, semantic models. At the same time, it has been reported that bug reports usually contain all the necessary information for effective IRBL \cite{65}. In order to reduce the noise present in bug report and focus IRBL on the most relevant terms, Chaparro et al. present a query reformulation strategy based on identifying sentences within a bug report that describe the observable behavior of a system \cite{66},
while Misoo et al. explore bug report attachments [67]. Rahman et al. observed that excessive program entities mentioned in the bug report may deteriorate the quality of IR-based bug localization and proposed a query reformulation technique, BLIZZARD [13]. Le et al. suggests that bug localization tools can be ineffective for some bug reports and builds a model that can automatically predict the effectiveness of a IR-based bug localization tool [68]. Kim et al. approach the problem similarly, by building a two-phase classifier that first determines whether the bug report has sufficient information, and, only if it does, recommends a set of code elements [69].

To address different types of bug reports, this work propose to use a mechanism allowing to adapt prediction to the content of a bug report.

3.5 Scarcity of training data in software engineering

Small datasets, with only a few thousands or even hundreds of labelled samples, are common for many software engineering tasks [70]. While those datasets are appropriate to use with most traditional machine learning algorithms, such as SVMs or Random Forests, an increasing number of approaches towards code search [71, 26, 72, 27], defect prediction [73, 74, 75, 76, 77], and bug localization [30, 58, 59, 78] leverages deep learning models. However, given that the success of deep learning stems largely from the combination of large datasets and supervised learning, the availability of training data is one of the key factors limiting deep learning performance in the software engineering domain [70, 27].

To mitigate this problem, the prior body of work concentrated on custom deep learning architectures that enable incorporating data from multiple software projects when training the model. For instance, Huo et al. [59] proposed using neural networks to learn a unified feature space for bug reports and source code that better reflects the correlation between the two types of documents. In their later work [79], this
approach was revised to extract and train on features that are transferable between different projects (i.e., cross-project). Zhu et al. \cite{80} proposed another cross-project bug localization technique that utilizes adversarial transfer learning.

More recently, the emergence of transformers made a significant step towards training with small datasets. Transformer is a large deep learning model pre-trained on a massive amount of unlabelled data in a semi-supervised manner, and later on, it is fine tuned on a much smaller labelled dataset. To date, researchers have pre-trained a few transformer-based models on large-scale software engineering data, collected from GitHub or Stack Overflow \cite{81, 82}. While fine tuning such models enable their application for problems where data is scarce, Gururangan et al. \cite{83} noted that including more in-domain and task-specific data during pre-training results in a significantly higher effectiveness of the model. To this end, Lin et al. \cite{26} introduced an extra step called intermediate pre-training, which uses a large corpus of data that is closely related to the downstream task (i.e., code search) to continue pre-training the model. Most recently, Prenner and Robbes \cite{70} observed that domain-specific pre-training and data augmentation can improve the performance on app review and sentiment classification tasks.

To address the problem of training data scarcity in the context of bug localization, this work explores data augmentation strategies to generate synthetic bug reports with the goal of increasing the size of the training set, and subsequently improving the retrieval performance of the underlying bug localization model.
CHAPTER 4

ONLINE ADAPTABLE BUG LOCALIZATION FOR RAPIDLY EVOLVING SOFTWARE

The vast majority of prior work on IR-based bug localization has relied on files or methods taken from snapshots of the source code, typically the most recent release of the software. However, most of these approaches lack ability to update an index when new code elements are added or the existing ones are modified. The later scenario is particularly challenging as it requires not only to re-introduce the modified code element into the index, but also remove the old information. One of the advantages of leveraging changesets as a primary data unit is that they allow for continuous updates to the bug localization model, such that the model is built incrementally as changesets arrive, and captures all information about the source code at any given point in time [25]. Just-in-Time Information Retrieval-Based Bug Localization (JIT-IRBL) is a new perspective on bug localization that uses changesets to avoid costly retraining as the software changes, which has significant computational cost, even on the latest hardware [84].

This work proposes a novel model for JIT-IRBL, JINGO, based on an online variant of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling technique [37]. The architecture of JINGO consists of two main components: two unsupervised Online LDA models and a supervised translation module. To capture the evolution of software artifacts and bug reports over time, we use two parallel Online LDA models, one that tracks changes in the source code repo and another that tracks bugs reported in the issue tracker. The models 1) naturally represent development activity, including
frequently changed and co-changed program elements; 2) effectively handle streaming data, including the ability to deemphasize older information; and 3) raise the level of abstraction into topics, which provide a higher-level structure for detecting related artifacts. Translating between the probabilistic topic spaces maintained by the two models is performed using a translation matrix, primarily constructed from fixed bug reports and their corresponding changesets.

4.1 Online Bug Localization

In simple terms, Online Bug Localization allows for building an up-to-date model for retrieving program elements based on the most current version of the source code, i.e., HEAD in each developer’s local copy of the software repo, rather than on prior versions. We deem that most of the time, the current version represents the source code that the developer cares about, rather than past snapshots reflecting a recent release of the software. To confirm the previous statement, we conducted a small survey on Reddit, asking the question “When working on finding the location of a user-reported bug, what version of the software do you use most of the time?”. The question was posted in the r/AskProgrammers, r/SoftwareEngineering and r/AskProgramming subreddits. More than two thirds of the respondents, 21/31, indicated that they use “The most recent version of the software from version control”, while 10/31 indicated they use “The version of the software in use by the reporting user”. One of the respondents further stated that “I start with trying to reproduce the bug with the most recent version. If I can’t, then I rollback to the version it was reported on to try to recreate it. I do quick and dirty until quick and dirty doesn’t cut it.” Another one noted that “I work with desktop applications, which are obfuscated and optimized, so debugging the released version can be difficult and time consuming”. Yet another responded indicated a continuous deployment style of software engineering, i.e., “I do web projects
Fig. 4.: Percentage of classes that are part of a bug fix, which were modified in the time between the affected software release and the bug fix. Such classes would be inaccurately represented by a model trained on the last software release.

so I use the version in the repo, in my node_modules folder. It doesn’t matter what’s latest, because my app is using the version it was compiled with.”. Overall, we note that developers prefer to start bug localization process by using the current version of the source code.

Further, in many cases there is evidence that the current and release versions differ in important ways. Figure 4 examines how using a release version of a software can impact bugs reported in four different popular open source software projects: BookKeeper, OpenJPA, Pig, and ZooKeeper. More specifically, the Figure shows the percentage of classes that had to be modified to fix a reported bug and that were also changed since the affected software release. In other words, the figure shows the percentage of classes that would be incorrectly represented by a bug localization model built from the prior release of the software and not a JIT-IRBL system. In three out of the four projects, BookKeeper, Pig, and ZooKeeper, the majority of
classes pertinent to the bug reports are modified between the prior software release and the time of the bug fix.

4.2 Topic modeling with Latent Dirichlet Allocation

**Latent Dirichlet Allocation.** LDA is a Bayesian probabilistic model designed to discover latent topics in large document corpora \[37\]. Based on a collection of documents, LDA infers a latent document-topic distribution and a corresponding topic-word (or topic-term) distribution, such that each document is represented as a mixture of topics, and each topic is described by a mixture of words (or terms). More specifically, LDA assumes that documents are generated according to the latent topics distributions with the following generative process:

1. Choose \( \theta \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha) \)
2. Choose \( \phi \sim \text{Dir}(\beta) \)
3. For each word \( w \) in document \( d \):
   
   (a) draw a topic assignment \( z_k \sim \text{Multinomial}(\theta_d) \)
   
   (b) choose a word \( w \sim \text{Multinomial}(\phi_z) \)

   where \( \alpha \) is the Dirichlet prior to the document-topic distribution, \( \beta \) is the Dirichlet prior to the topic-word distribution, \( \theta \) is \( N \times K \) document-topic distribution matrix, with \( \theta_d \) representing a topic distribution in a document \( d \), and \( \phi \) is \( K \times M \) topic-word distribution matrix, with \( \phi_z \) corresponding to topic-word distribution for topic \( z \).

   Inferring the document-topic and topic-word distributions is equivalent to training LDA and produces an interpretable model that can be applied to previously unobserved documents to extract their lower-dimensional representation.
LDA is configurable via two main hyperparameters, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, affecting the smoothness of document-topic and topic-word distributions. Hyperparameter $\alpha$ influences the document-topic distribution, such that increasing the $\alpha$ value causes a document to express more topics, whereas lowering $\alpha$ makes a document to be represented by fewer topics. Conversely, hyperparameter $\beta$ influences the topic-word distribution. Raising $\beta$ causes words to relate to multiple topics, while lowering $\beta$ produces more specific topics with words rarely repeating between topics.

**Online LDA.** Updating LDA with a new document requires retraining the entire model from the beginning. As this process introduces significant time delay and computational cost, ordinary LDA is inappropriate for use in streaming environments where new documents, such as bug reports or changesets, arrive continuously. Therefore, to model the dynamics of modern software development, we use a recently devised variant of LDA, Online LDA [85], which allows to incorporate new documents through a update procedure, without the need for complete model retraining. Online LDA introduces the hyperparameter $\kappa$, which influences how quickly older information in the document stream is forgotten. Increasing $\kappa$ causes the pace of forgetting to rise, thus older documents have smaller impact on the current topic distributions.

**LDA on Changesets.** IR models like LDA can be trained and applied on separate, but closely related datasets, which reflect a similar vocabulary of terms. In this study, we follow the methodology proposed by Corley et al. [25], that is to train an LDA model on changesets, and infer topic distributions of program elements (e.g., classes) from a snapshot of the same repository to compare them to the topic distributions of bug reports in order to perform bug localization. Such a model would retrieve program elements to the developer. Alternatively, the LDA model can both train on changesets and retrieve changesets to developers. Wen et al. argued that presenting the developer with a changeset may provide contextual clues that
are not available when retrieving program elements, however, most bug localization techniques focus on retrieving program elements [24]. The model requires no change to alternate between these two configurations, as these operations are performed on the already trained LDA model.

4.3 JINGO Model

Performing online bug localization requires the ability to operate in an environment where incoming changes are immediately integrated into a model, which is able to detect both simple (i.e., near exact terms) and high-level similarities between the code and bug reports. JINGO, a novel adaptable Just-IN-time bug localization technique based on changesets, separately models the streams of bug reports and changesets with individual Online LDA models [85], obtaining two independent topic spaces, one for bug reports and one for changesets. To translate between the two topic spaces, JINGO constructs a translation matrix based on the history of previously fixed bug reports, which captures a mapping between high-level concepts expressed in bug reports and their corresponding fixed program elements.

The architecture of JINGO, depicted in Figure 5, allows for dynamically adapting to the three different types of bug reports described in Chapter 2.4. To this end, for a newly arriving bug report, JINGO uses its changesets model and bug reports model to infer two topic distributions respectively. The first distribution is directed towards CR and ST bug reports that share code references or common concepts with the code base. The second distribution targets NL bug reports through the multiplication via the translation matrix. The key idea behind the translation matrix is to utilize the bug fixing history in the project to capture the correlation between topics occurring in bug reports and in their relevant code entities. In other words, multiplying topic distribution of a bug report by the translation matrix results in a topic distribution
of relevant code entities in the changeset topic space. Given that a bug report often include varying content, and hence, it is unlikely to be of only one type, we use a soft mechanism, based on the ratio of code tokens to all tokens in a bug report, to combine the two distributions. Finally, this combined distribution reflects the topics in the relevant code entities, and is used to select those elements in the code base.

4.3.1 Structure of the JINGO Model

JINGO is characterized by two parallel Online LDA topic models, one for changesets and the other for bug reports, and a matrix that translates from the bug reports to the changesets topic space, as shown in Figure 5.
Changeset Model. To build the changeset topic model, we use all changesets as they are committed into the source code repository. For every changeset, we use the output of `git diff` command, which includes basic changeset information (e.g. commit SHA, author, date) and a list of changed code hunks, across all of the project’s source code files, represented through added, modified or removed lines, each accompanied by 3 lines of context. We filter out the metadata and `git diff` boilerplate formatting, such as e.g., `+++`, obtaining a set of file names and code modifications for each changeset [86]. Following a recommendation of Eddy et al. [34], we decided to give more weight to file names by repeating them 10 times to emphasize their importance to the Online LDA. Finally, we follow the standard procedure to prepare source code for an IR model, including steps such as tokenization (using camel case and underscore), stemming using a Porter stemmer, and removal of standard programming language keywords, (e.g. `if`, `for`). In addition, we preserve the unsplit tokens into the corpus.

Bug Report Model. We train the bug reports topic model with new bugs as they are reported in an issue tracking system, e.g., JIRA. For each report, we first retrieve its summary and description. The summary is commonly a single sentence, while the description provides more details about the bug. Finally, before updating the model, for each bug report we perform a preprocessing procedure common for natural language text, including tokenization, stemming and English stop word removal. Similarly as when building changeset corpora, we also preserve unsplit camel case tokens to ease locating relevant files when explicit code references are included in the bug report.

Translation Matrix. A translation matrix - $T$ - allows us to map from the bug report space to the changeset space, by simply multiplying a topic distribution inferred with the bug report model by the translation matrix, resulting in a projection into
the changeset model’s space of topics. The use of a translation matrix was inspired by TM-LDA, a model based on LDA that intends to predict the expected future topics for a stream of documents [87].

To create the \( \mathbf{T} \) matrix we leverage previously fixed bug reports and their corresponding changesets. The corpus of previously fixed bug reports provides an additional source of information that is leveraged by many approaches to bug localization, e.g. [54, 13, 88, 89, 90]. However, the number of fixed bug reports depends on the size of the project and it is often very limited, thus using solely bug fixing history may not provide enough data to train the \( \mathbf{T} \) matrix. To solve this cold-start problem, when building the \( \mathbf{T} \) matrix we also include pairs of commit logs and changesets, since commit logs have been observed to contain substantial level of information describing in natural language the purpose or the functionality of the modified code [24].

We train the translation matrix using the following set of steps. First, for a set of fixed bug report - changeset pairs, and if necessary, commit log - changesets pairs, we infer a topic distribution for each fixed bug report using the bug report model and store it in matrix \( \mathbf{B} \), where the rows of the matrix correspond to the distribution inferred for each of the fixed bug reports and the number of columns in \( \mathbf{B} \) corresponds to the number of topics in the bug report LDA model. Second, an analogous procedure is performed for the matching changesets. For these, the topic distribution is inferred by the changeset model and added to another matrix - \( \mathbf{A} \), with rows containing topic distribution of changesets and column corresponding to the number of topic in the changeset model. In this way, each fixed bug report - changeset pair creates one corresponding row in matrices \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \mathbf{A} \) respectively. Finally, training the translation matrix \( \mathbf{T} \) reduces to solving the following equation.

\[
\mathbf{T} = \min_T \| \mathbf{B} \mathbf{T} - \mathbf{A} \|^2
\]
To solve the equation for the unknown $T$ we perform least square minimization. Note that $T$ is of size, number of topics in bug report model by number of topics in changeset model. Therefore, it requires at least as many rows in $A$ and $B$, i.e., fixed bug reports, to compute. On the other hand, providing more than the required minimum amount of data to train the $T$ matrix is desirable, as it is likely to increase the quality of mapping between topic spaces. We introduce a parameter specifying the minimum amount of data required to train the $T$ matrix, $\omega$, expressed as a multiplying factor of the (maximum) number of topics required in the topic models. For instance, $\omega = 1.5$ and 50 LDA topics, would indicate that 75 fixed bug reports (or commit logs) are required to build the $T$ matrix.

Once we determine the translation matrix, mapping between the bug reports to the changeset topic space is simple: we multiply the bug-related topic distribution for a new bug report by $T$ matrix to get the equivalent distribution in changeset space. The computational cost of updating $T$ over time is not large, and it is proportional to the number of fixed bug reports used. The cost can also be controlled by using a window based approach.

4.3.2 Using JINGO for Prediction

Using a trained JINGO model, we follow the workflow in Figure 6 to perform bug localization for a newly arriving bug report. To start, we preprocess the new bug report to construct a query, using the same procedure as when building the bug reports corpus. We use the query to infer two topic distributions, one using the changeset model – *changeset-related topic distribution*, and another using the bug report model – *bug-related topic distribution*. To map the *bug-related topic distribution* from the bug report model to the changeset model, we multiply it by the $T$ matrix, obtaining a *co-occurrence topic distribution*. Note that, if the $T$ matrix is not trained due
Fig. 6.: Bug localization for a new bug report, where topic distributions in the bug report space (In) are translated and combined with others in the changeset space (Iout) to produce a combined topic distribution; cosine distance between the combined distribution and distributions for each of the code elements is used to produce the final ranking.

To lack of data, this step is skipped and the final prediction is based solely on the changeset-related topic distribution.

Bug reports typically include various content and are likely to be related to the code base in more than one way via, e.g., code element names, shared tokens or bug fixing history. Hence, we decide to combine the changeset-related topic distribution and the co-occurrence topic distribution to better reflect bug report's characteristic. To this end, we adopt a weighting strategy based on the number of code tokens that appear in the bug report. A token is considered to be a code token if it is in a camel case format or it corresponds to one of class names in the source code base. We prioritize the importance of either of the distributions based on the intuition that the more code tokens are present in the bug report, the stronger is the similarity between the bug report and the source code base. If this is the case, we weigh the
changeset-related topic distribution more strongly. On the other hand, if code tokens are rare and the bug report predominantly consists of natural language text, then the co-occurrence topic distribution becomes more significant, as it leverages topics co-occurrences patterns that are not directly connected to bug’s textual content. We use $\lambda$ to refer to the ratio of code tokens to the total number of tokens in a bug report. To account for the fact that natural language is more verbose in general and therefore the typical number of code tokens is much lower than the number of natural language tokens, we introduce an amplifying factor $\gamma$, which increases the importance of program element terms. We compute the combined topic distribution using the following equation:

$$
\text{dist}_{\text{combined}} = \text{norm}(\text{dist}_{\text{changesets}} \ast \lambda \ast \gamma + \text{dist}_{\text{co-occurrence}} \ast (1 - \lambda))
$$

Next, we use the changeset model to infer topic distributions for all documents in the most recent snapshot of the source code. As noted by researchers, bugs often pertain to small part of the code [88, 91], thus inferring at the granularity of large source code files, e.g., classes, may negatively impact the performance of IR-based techniques. To solve this issue, we infer topic distributions of methods for each class and make a pairwise comparison against the combined topic distribution ($\text{dist}_{\text{combined}}$) of the query. Finally, each class is represented by a method that minimizes the cosine distance to the query and the classes are ranked according to increasing cosine distance to create a recommendation list.
4.4 Evaluation setup

4.4.1 Datasets

To evaluate the performance of JINGO we use Bench4BL \[84\], a collection of bug reports and corresponding lists of fixed source code files extracted from 51 open-source projects. Each bug report includes information such as summary, description, creation date and list of fixed files. Bug reports are stored according to the version in which they were reported. The structure of the Bench4BL dataset allows for immediate use for evaluating release-based bug localization techniques, however it is not immediately suitable for a JIT approach. The key missing component in the dataset are the explicit connections between bugs and fixing changesets, which are necessary to perform JIT evaluation. To this end, we adapted Bench4BL’s code to retrieve the required data in a way that maintains complete consistency with the original dataset. More specifically, following Bench4BL’s prior approach, to link a bug to a changeset we searched for an explicit mention of the bug identifier in the commit message. If more than one changeset was related to a bug, we selected the latest changeset, which is Bench4BL’s existing assumption. Due to difficulties when finding clearly discernible links between bugs and changesets, we excluded 5 projects from Bench4BL: JBMeta, ENTESB, ZXing, WLFY and SOCIALLI. Our final evaluation Bench4BL dataset is shown in Table 3 and consists of 46 projects and 2,125 bug reports.

One of the key advantages of JINGO is the ability to perform quick model updates as the new data arrives, making it suitable for repositories exhibiting high code churn. However, most of the Bench4BL’s projects display limited commit traffic, hence we curate an additional dataset by selecting open-source projects hosted on GitHub. To locate repositories of interest on GitHub, we perform a repository search query for all
active Java repositories with at least one commit in 2019, and size of at least 10MB. 
Next, we sort the repositories in descending order of their code churn, calculated as 
the average number of commits per day, and select the top 10 repositories that use 
an explicit label to mark a reported issue as a bug (e.g., bug, kind:bug). To build 
a goldset that connects a bug report to its fixing changesets and to retrieve a list 
of modified files, for each project we manually investigate 20 randomly selected bug 
reports to identify the project’s convention for linking an issue to a changeset. In 
general, we note that developers tend to use keywords, such as “fixes“, “closes“ or 
“resolves“, or a project name followed by an issue number. Hence, to link an issue 
to its implementing commit, we test commit messages and pull requests against two 
types of regex, keyword_#XXX and project_name-#XXX, where XXX denotes an issue 
number. In the case of identifying multiple changesets for a bug report, we follow 
Bench4BL’s approach. Our final dataset of high code churn repositories, HCC-Repo, 
contains 10 projects and the total of 874 bug reports.

Table 3.: Evaluation datasets for JINGO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Commits</th>
<th>Evaluated version</th>
<th>Previously fixed bug</th>
<th>Fixed bugs in version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hyperparameter tuning projects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BookKeeper</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>4.3.0</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenJPA</td>
<td>4,616</td>
<td>2.3.0</td>
<td>1039</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>2,584</td>
<td>0.14.0</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>155</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>1,245</td>
<td>3.5.0</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>9,019</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,693</td>
<td>592</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluation projects - BENCH4BL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Codec</td>
<td>1,387</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collections</td>
<td>2,837</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compress</td>
<td>1,033</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Configuration</td>
<td>2,743</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypto</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>1.0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSV</td>
<td>1,085</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>1,850</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang</td>
<td>5,231</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>5,795</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaver</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Evaluation projects - HCC-Repo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HCC-Repo</th>
<th>DataHelix</th>
<th>eXist</th>
<th>Flink</th>
<th>Hazelcast</th>
<th>Magarena</th>
<th>MegaMek</th>
<th>Micronaut</th>
<th>OpenDJ SDK</th>
<th>ShardinSphere</th>
<th>WooCommerce4A.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6,153</td>
<td>18,612</td>
<td>8,579</td>
<td>8,728</td>
<td>24,883</td>
<td>18,899</td>
<td>9,469</td>
<td>7,868</td>
<td>27,014</td>
<td>10,658</td>
<td>358,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>107</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>6,799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4.2 Hyperparameter Optimization

JINGO relies on probabilistic models with several impactful parameters, hence prior to the evaluation study we perform hyperparameter optimization using a sepa-
rate dataset released as part of Corley et al.’s study [25]. To optimize the performance of JINGO, we perform hyperparameter tuning using grid search. We use a set of four open source projects, BookKeeper, OpenJPA, Pig and ZooKeeper, published by Corley et al. [25], which are not part of our evaluation set. The key parameters to optimize are shown in Table 4 and include the Online LDA priors for the two streaming topic models, and the set of parameters introduced by the bug localization technique. Since some parameters rely solely on the streams of bug reports and changesets, while others influence the combination of these models for bug localization, we divided our hyperparameter optimization in two steps. First, we optimized the two Online LDA models independently using two metrics, perplexity and coherence [92, 93], and, second, we optimized the bug localization parameters based on the MRR metric.

Several researchers have highlighted the importance of hyperparameter tuning of topic models for software engineering applications [94, 95]. Therefore, our first grid search focused on choosing appropriate LDA hyperparameters for the two topic models. To decide on parameters values to investigate for the changeset model, we followed results reported in previous research [25]. In the case of the bug report model we used characteristics of the bug reports corpora, such as e.g., the number of documents and unique words, in relation to similar changeset corpora, to choose the set of parameters to explore. For the decay factor we used three values that correspond to the minimum, mean and maximum possible value for that parameter. Note that, we did not optimize priors $\alpha$ and $\beta$ explicitly, relying instead on the automated estimation approach implemented in the gensim topic modeling library. We computed coherence and perplexity after training a model with 25%, 50% and 75% of the respective corpus stream, in order to avoid bias towards longer streams (or larger corpora), averaging the values of the metrics to assess the model’s performance. At the conclusion of the first grid search we selected the top parameter combinations
Table 4.: Hyperparameters and their corresponding values used during grid search; selected, optimal values are in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changeset model</td>
<td># topics – k</td>
<td>{75, 100, 150, 200}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decay factor – κ</td>
<td>{0.5, 0.75, 1.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug report model</td>
<td># topics – k</td>
<td>{10, 25, 50, 100}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decay factor – κ</td>
<td>{0.5, 0.75, 1.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bug localization</td>
<td>fixed bug reports factor – ω</td>
<td>{1, 1.5, 2.0}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>model combining factor – γ</td>
<td>{1, 3, 5, 7}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for each model to use in the second grid search.

In the second phase, we searched over the parameters related to JINGO namely ω and λ. The first parameter influences the number of fixed bug reports the model needs to observe before building the translation matrix. The value of ω is a multiplying factor of the minimum number of observed fixed bug reports, where the minimum number is equal to the larger value of number of topics between models. In the case of λ, we selected a set of values based on similar experiments by Wen et al. [24]. Values marked with bold in Table 4 represent the set of final optimal values for all the parameters that we used during evaluation.

4.4.3 Experiment setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed bug localization we simulate the development history of a specific software project, continuously updating the model with a time series of bug reports and changesets. At each timestep, we also update the translation matrix with each fixed bug report and its corresponding changeset. Therefore, when evaluating for a specific newly arriving bug report, the changeset model contains all changesets that occurred before the time of the bug fixing commit, while the bug report model includes all bug reports reported before the commit.
To evaluate the statistical significance of the difference in performance between JINGO and the baseline, we compute the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with Holm correction and effect size using the Cliff’s delta $\delta$. The values of $\delta$ ranges from $+1$ to $-1$, where $-1$ implies that all values in the first group are larger than values in the second group, and $+1$ represents the opposite situation. The effect size was interpreted using the following criteria: (1) small effect = $|\delta| > 0.147$; (2) medium effect = $|\delta| > 0.33$; and (3) large effect = $|\delta| > 0.474$. Note that in the case of small projects with number of bug reports equal or less than 10, we report the evaluation metric but did not conduct statistical testing.

4.4.4 Research Questions

RQ1: How accurate is JINGO in locating source code files relevant to a bug report? To answer RQ1, we use the proposed approach to identify buggy files in Bench4BL and high code churn datasets, and measure the effectiveness of JINGO with respect to the previously defined metrics. We compare the performance of JINGO against the JIT feature location technique proposed by Corley et al. [25]. Corley et al.’s technique has several similarities to JINGO, as it uses a single Online LDA model trained on changesets to locate program elements relevant to a given bug report. The main difference is in that JINGO models bug reports via a separate topic model and, through the usage translation matrix, incorporates information about previously fixed bug reports. Since Corley’s approach is based solely on Online LDA trained with changesets, we set its hyperparameters to values identified to perform best for the changeset Online LDA part of our model (as described in Section 5.2).

RQ2: What is JINGO’s time overhead required to update the model? The key advantage of using an online model is the ability to update the model with
new data once it arrives. However, a key question remains: how rapid is an update procedure when compared to a full model rebuild? To answer this question, we collect the execution logs for all studied projects and, based on the recorded timestamps, we compute the time required to build and to update the model. Specifically, build time is the time required to build the model from scratch to the target version of the project we run the evaluation on, and update time reflects the time needed to update the model with one changeset (i.e., a single commit).

RQ3: How does JINGO compare to static (i.e., non JIT) bug localization techniques in terms of time overhead and accuracy? Most bug localization approaches proposed thus far use a static, snapshot-based model of the software. Although online models in general, and JINGO in particular, focus on updating a model as the software changes, we still need to contrast its bug localization accuracy to state of the art static models. In this research question, we compare the accuracy of JINGO in retrieving relevant results to state of the art static approaches based on the Vector Space Model (VSM). We also quantify the time overhead to rebuild the model for such techniques and contrast it to JINGO.

RQ4: Can JINGO adapt to different types of content in bug reports? Bug reports have diverse characteristics and can embody different level of details, that, when leveraged, can increase the effectiveness of a bug localization technique. The aim of RQ3 is to investigate how well the proposed model captures different types of bug reports. To this end, first, we examine bug reports in our corpus of almost 3,000 with respect to the number of code tokens relative to the number of overall tokens. Next, we group the bug reports based on the ratio of the tokens to bins of size 0.02, which we experimentally established to be the smallest interval ensuring good visualization level, and depict MAP values comparing JINGO against Corley’s et al.’s approach results. The idea is that bug reports with high proportion of code tokens are more
likely to belong to the CR category, while those with a low proportion or no code tokens are likely to belong to the NL category.

In addition, we randomly sampled a set of 322 bug reports from our corpus (95% confidence level with a 5% margin error to the target bug report population). The sample spanned 40 different projects. Subsequently, one of the authors manually categorized each of the bug reports into one of the three groups (i.e., CR, ST, and NL). We report MAP and MRR scores contrasted to Corley’s et al.’s approach, however, the results for the remaining metrics are analogous.

4.5 Results

Table 5.: Evaluation results for JINGO compared to Corley et al. [25]. The per-project higher value of a metric is highlighted by light gray background ( n.nnn ). Per-group of projects we used dark gray background ( n.nnn ) to highlight the higher value. Statistically significant increase in MRR and MAP values ( p-value < 0.05 ) is marked with bold type with a superscript indicating the effect size: s – small, m – medium, l – large. Projects marked with † had less than 10 bug reports, thus statistical testing was not conducted.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Group average</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPRING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMQP</td>
<td>0.352 s</td>
<td>0.065 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch</td>
<td>0.056 s</td>
<td>0.056 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch Admin†</td>
<td>0.021 s</td>
<td>0.021 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Commons</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data GemFire</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data JPA</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data MongoDB</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Neo4j</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Redis</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data REST</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelcast</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roo</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security OAuth†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social FB†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Twitter†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webflow</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Service</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILDFLY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arquillian†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebytron</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maven Plugin†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm†</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECLIPSE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jdt.core</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pde.ui</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platform.swt</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>org.aspectj</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HCC-Repo</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DataHelix</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eXist</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelcast</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magarena</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megamak</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micronaut</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenJDK SDK</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShardingSphere</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WooCommerce4A</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
<td>0.019 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5.1 RQ1: Retrieval accuracy

Table 5 shows the performance of JINGO alongside Corley et al. [25] baseline with respect to 5 metrics: MRR, MAP, Top@1, Top@3, and Top@5. Statistically significant improvements in JINGO are marked with bold type with effect size (small, medium, large) noted in the superscript. Overall, JINGO demonstrates higher performance in locating buggy files across all of the above metrics with statistically significant increase of 6.3% and 5.9% for MRR and MAP respectively ($p$-value < 0.05). At a finer scale, we observe an improvement in the average results across all groups of software projects, with statistically significant difference in MRR and MAP values for the COMMONS, SPRING, ECLIPSE and HCC-Repo groups and MAP value for the APACHE group.

Specifically, JINGO achieves better performance in terms of MRR values for 37 out of 56 projects with a statistically significant improvement in 14 out of 43 projects that has more than 10 bug reports. In the ECLIPSE group, MRR results for all but one project were improved with statistical significance, increasing MRR score obtained by the baseline by 19.2%, 4.3% and 16.4% for jdt.core, pde.ui and platform.swt. In the case of org.aspectj, the baseline outperformed JINGO by 7.2%. We note the highest variance of increase and decrease of MRR values for the SPRING group, with JINGO outperforming the baseline in 13 out of 24 projects. Finally, in the HCC-Repo group, JINGO improved MRR scores for 8 out of 10 projects, including a statistically significant improvement observed for 5 projects.

Improvement in MAP values is achieved by JINGO for 42 out of 56 projects with statistically significant difference noted for 14 projects. Similarly as for the MRR metric, the highest MAP increase of 8.4% is observed for the COMMONS group with JINGO outperforming the baseline for all but one project. We also observe
Fig. 7.: Average time in seconds required to build and to update JINGO. Note that build and update time are illustrated with two independent y axes.

the ECLIPSE projects achieved significantly higher results when using JINGO with a small effect size. For the SPRING group, the proposed approach improves MAP results in 17 out of 24 projects. The improvement is statistically significant for 2 projects with medium (AMQP, Data Commons) and 2 with small (Roo, Security) effect sizes. In the HCC-Repo group, we note that JINGO outperforms baseline for 7 out of 10 projects with a significant improvement in 4 projects.

On average, JINGO outperforms the baseline for Top@1, Top@3 and Top@5 recommendation by 5.7%, 7.4% and 5.7% respectively. For 4 project groups, APACHE, SPRING, ECLIPSE and HCC-Repo, we observe that as we consider longer recommendation list the difference between the techniques is growing. However, for the COMMONS and WILDFLY groups, the difference between JINGO and Corley et al.’s approach reduces at Top@5 and Top@3 respectively.
4.5.2 RQ2: Time overhead to update the model

Given the fact that JINGO is an online model, it is updated with each newly arriving data instance, keeping the model up-to-date with minimal time overhead. To investigate the performance benefit of using an online model over a model that requires re-building, in Figure 7 we show the time required to build and to update the model, averaged per each group of projects. Across all groups, we observe that the update time is significantly lower than build time, with the average speedup of 100 for the groups with smaller projects (SPRING and COMMONS), and up to about 1000 in the case of large projects (APACHE, ECLIPSE and HCC-Repo). This indicates that with the growing size of a repository, the cost of re-training the model becomes even more prohibitive. As an example, consider the results obtained for APACHE projects, with the average build time close to 20,000s = 5.5h and update time of about 22.5s. With new changesets being committed to a repository multiple times during a day, a model that relies only on re-building is outdated every couple of hours and consumes computational resources for a significant amount of time. On the other hand, utilizing an online model with an update procedure significantly reduces the time overhead, hence allowing to incorporate new information as it arrives.

4.5.3 RQ3: JINGO compared to static bug localization

In order to compare JINGO’s bug localization accuracy to that of the state of the art static models, we select two recent techniques based on the Vector Space Model (VSM), BLiA [97] and BRTracer [91]. We used source code for both of these techniques that was shared as part of Bench4BL [84]. When considering all types of bug reports, simpler models like VSM have been reported to outperform LDA on bug localization [98]. Table 6 shows the average MAP and MRR for JINGO, BLiA and
Table 6.: Comparison between JINGO and two VSM techniques based on average (per bug report) accuracy and time overhead measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Time overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRR</td>
<td>MAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JINGO</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLiA</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRTracer</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>0.367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BRTracer on the Bench4BL set of repositories; we compute the average per bug report in order to account for some projects having more instances than others. Alongside the accuracy measures, Table 6 shows the average time overhead to construct the model and to update it with a single changeset, also averaged across all the projects in our dataset. BLiA and BRTracer do not have an update mechanism so the update time can be assumed to be equivalent to (re-)building the model.

BLiA and BRTracer outperforms JINGO in retrieval accuracy with the improvement in MRR of 4.8% and 14.8% respectively. On the other hand, JINGO offers significantly more time-efficient update procedure that is about 20 times faster than performing a full model rebuild for the VSM-based baselines. Although JINGO needs more time to initially construct the model when compared to BLiA and BRTracer, note that the build time depends on the number of documents. While BLiA and BRTracer use source code files (e.g., java class files), JINGO leverages changesets which are significantly more numerous compared to the number of classes, hence it is expected that JINGO requires more time to complete the initial build.

4.5.4 RQ4: Different types of content in bug reports

One of the key goals of JINGO is to address the different types of bug reports. Figure 8 contrasts the MAP values of JINGO and Corley’s et al.’s approach when
Fig. 8.: Performance of JINGO and Corley et al.’s [25] technique for bug reports containing different ratio of code tokens to the total number of tokens (x-axis). Performance is measured with MAP (y-axis) with horizontal lines depicting trend lines. Locating relevant files for bug reports with varying ratios of code tokens to the total number of tokens in the bug report. To ease readability, bug reports were grouped in bins of size 0.02 according to the ratio of code tokens. Each bug report bin corresponds
to one dot, with MAP value equal to the average of the MAP values of the bug reports in the bin. The best fit lines in Figure 8 further illustrate how the MAP results vary with different ratios of code tokens.

Across all bug reports, as shown in the top left of Figure 8, JINGO’s best fit line is above the baseline, indicating that the technique is in general more effective. Moreover, JINGO provides more stable performance for different types of bug reports as its trend line is more flat when compared to the baseline’s trend line. In other words, JINGO is less affected by the presence of code tokens in a bug report.

However, depending on the project group, we note different characteristics and scale of improvement. For instance, the COMMONS group exhibits the highest improvement in MAP values with increasing difference between JINGO and the baseline’s performance as the ratio of code tokens rises. We observe similar characteristics for the APACHE, SPRING, and WILDFLY groups, however the gap between JINGO and the baseline effectiveness is smaller when compared to results for the COMMONS group. The ECLIPSE group presents significantly different characteristics for JINGO. Unlike for the other groups, the MAP trend line is decreasing with increases in the ratio of code tokens. We noticed that the bug reports in the ECLIPSE projects often included code snippets from the users’ projects, which had little to no connection to the code base, that could misguide the JINGO model. Yet another interesting characteristic can be noted for the HCC-Repo group, where JINGO trend line is consistently above the baseline’s trend line. Given the fact that the projects in HCC-Repo group have long and rich development history which includes numerous previously fixed bug reports (see Table 8), this result indicates that JINGO can effectively leverage historical data to boost the performance for all types of bug reports.

In Table 7 we show the results for the manually annotated set of bug reports, again observing improvements in JINGO over Corley et al.’s JIT-IRBL technique.
Table 7.: Performance on different bug report types from a manually annotated set (N = 322).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug Report Type</th>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>MRR JINGO</th>
<th>MAP JINGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Code References (CR)</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Terms (ST)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Language (NL)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also observe that the techniques overall do best with CR bug reports, followed with ST, and struggle the most with NL. JINGO provides observable improvements in the CR and NL categories, but performs on par with the other technique on ST bug reports.

4.5.5 Discussion

In this section, we detail a few salient observations resulting from evaluating the four research questions. The evaluation of RQ1 indicates that JINGO presents an improvement over a prior technique that proposed an updatable model of the software based on changesets (i.e., JIT-IRBL). More specifically, according to RQ4, the primary reason for this improvement is two fold, (1) JINGO performs better on bug reports with high number of code terms, including exact references to the methods and classes of interest, (i.e., code references); and (2) JINGO shows improvements on bug reports with high level of abstraction that do not mention any of the related code references. We believe the first reason is due to heuristics JINGO uses, such as higher weighting program element names, while the second reason is due to the two-level hierarchical architecture of JINGO. However, in the evaluation of RQ3, we observe that the accuracy of JINGO is not at the level of static (i.e., non JIT) approaches, in particular, those based on the vector space model.
JINGO achieves the goal of performing fast updates for newly arriving data, according to RQ2. The static VSM-based approaches we contrasted with in RQ3 are significantly faster to build than JINGO, but are 20x slower in model updating, as these models are not designed to be updatable, hence they have to be rebuilt.

According to our evaluation of RQ4, the most abstract (Natural Language category) bug reports still perform poorly in absolute terms, i.e., MRR=0.226 and MAP=0.143, producing weaker results than the two other categories of bug reports we identified, despite the heavy emphasis of JINGO on capturing abstract semantics via its two-layer architecture. Clearly, more work is needed to improve how bug localization techniques perform for this category of bug reports. Future research efforts should identify such bug reports explicitly as they are significantly fewer than the other categories (roughly 1/3 or 1/2 of the other categories in our randomly collected sample), while localizing them arguably provides the greatest value to end users.

4.5.6 Threats to Validity

The results of the study suffer from several threats to their validity. A key threat to the internal validity of our study are the specific parameter choices we used to build our model. Probabilistic models like ours are particularly sensitive to such parameters [94]. While, to mitigate this threat we employed extensive hyperparameter optimization using a separate dataset, it is clear that this threat can still be impacting our study.

Leveraging changesets for bug localization pose another threat due to possible noise that can be introduced by tangled, split, or refactoring changesets [50, 51]. However, as long as such noisy changesets are in the minority relative to ones that reflect semantically related modifications, probabilistic techniques like LDA are likely to still produce a reasonable representation that can model how source code evolves
Another threat is in potential biases affecting our evaluation datasets, such as incorrect ground truth, and misclassified or already localized bug reports [64]. The first two biases have a potential to negatively affect the performance of JINGO as they introduce noise in the translation matrix, while the last bias can spuriously increase the results by having localization hints present. To mitigate the first threat, we followed experimental procedures used by other researchers, aiming in most cases to err on the side of caution by adopting choices that produce low false positives when identifying source code files related to a bug [84]. To mitigate the risk of using issues misclassified as bug reports, before building HCC-Repo dataset one of the authors manually inspected each project to ensure the quality of issue labeling, and identified labels referring to actual bugs. Although our efforts cannot completely remove those two biases, as observed by Kochhar et al. [64] they are typically not significant, hence, considering the size of our dataset, they should not have a significant effect. As for the already localized bug reports, we did not exclude them since one of our goals was to observe how bug localization performance changes for different types of bug reports. However, to present a complete picture, we included results for a manually annotated subset of bug reports with and without localization hints (Table 7).

A key threat to external validity is that we applied the bug localization technique only on a limited number of bugs, which primarily reflect popular open source Java projects. A mitigating factor is the evaluation with the large number of projects curated by the Bench4BL benchmark [84]. Additionally, this benchmark has also been applied to prior bug localization studies. Another threat to external validity is in the chosen evaluation metrics, which may not directly correspond to user satisfaction with our bug localization technique [12], impacting the generalizability and validity of the reported results. We mitigate this threat by evaluating our approach with high-
quality datasets and well-known metrics, which continue to be used by academia and industry to measure the performance of IR techniques.

4.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we propose a novel technique toward the just-in-time bug localization problem, which becomes increasingly relevant as software size grows rapidly. JINGO is based on two Online LDAs that separately model changesets and bug reports, and uses the translation matrix, trained on previously observed pairs of bug reports and fixing changesets, to translate between the probabilistic spaces of the two LDA models. By adopting online variant of LDA model, JINGO can be updated with newly arriving data (i.e. bug reports or changesets), while using separate models for bug reports and changesets allows it to adapt the prediction to the content of a bug report.

The experimental evaluation was conducted on 56 software project, with a total of 2,999 bug reports. The results indicate that the proposed approach outperforms a previously reported topic-based baseline, especially when considering different types of bug reports. Given that JINGO incorporates historical data about bug fixes, it is more robust for bug reports that lack localization hints. On the other hand, the retrieval accuracy of JINGO is still superseded by VSM-based approaches, however, they are also significantly slower as they do not support an update procedure and have to be rebuilt periodically.

Overall, these results indicate the importance of leveraging historical data for improved retrieval accuracy in the case of bug reports containing only a high-level description that is challenging to map to source code files without prior knowledge. As a future work, JINGO could possibly be improved by leveraging noise filtering techniques to improve the quality of data used to construct the translation matrix. On
the other hand, the main strength of JINGO, building an abstract data representation based on topic distributions, is also its main drawback for bug reports that include localization hints, since single terms are not explicitly captured by the model. To address that, future work could investigate how to preserve fine-grain data, such as single terms, when building a high-level data representation.
CHAPTER 5

FAST CHANGESET-BASED BUG LOCALIZATION WITH BERT

As industry is increasingly attempting to use bug localization to aid developers in their daily work, specific requirements of the problem for modern use are coming to the forefront [11]. One key characteristic found beneficial in modern software projects is bug-inducing changeset retrieval. A bug-inducing changeset is one where the bug was initially introduced into the repository. Retrieving such changesets leads to faster bug repair, as they contain related parts of the code that were changed together, which makes fixing the bug easier. However, retrieving bug-inducing changesets with high accuracy is more challenging than retrieving source code elements, as changesets are typically much more numerous than software classes or files. In recent years, numerous popular natural language processing tasks (e.g., question answering, machine translation) have all observed improved performance when using neural network architectures based on transformers. These transformer-based models are typically applied via transfer learning, by first pre-training them on a very large corpus and then fine-tuning them to the specific task using a much smaller dataset. Transformer-based models pre-trained on large software engineering corpora (e.g., StackOverflow, GitHub) are now becoming available [28], with the potential to improve software engineering tasks like bug localization. However, given the fact that these models consist of many neural layers and require heavy computation, measuring relatedness between the bug report and the software artifact quickly becomes expensive, especially when the search space consist of changesets.
In this chapter, we apply a BERT-based approach to the problem of changeset-based bug localization with the goal of improved retrieval quality, especially on bug reports where straightforward textual similarity would not suffice. We describe an architecture for IR that leverages BERT without compromising retrieval speed and response time. In addition, we examine a number of design decisions that can be beneficial in leveraging BERT-like models for bug localization, including how best to encode changesets and their unique structure.

5.1 Industrial requirements for bug localization

Applying a bug localization tool in an industrial environment is a challenging task given that such a tool needs to address needs and requirements that are often unknown or not considered by researchers while building a tool. In this section, we list and discuss the specific constraints of the bug localization problem that we aim to address, which are based on a recent survey of industry practitioners and the problem requirements observed at a large software enterprise [11, 53]. Our focus is a bug localization technique that: 1) focuses on retrieving changesets; 2) aims to capture semantics and can be applied to bug reports that do not share terms with the relevant parts of the code base; and 3) quickly retrieves results for a newly created bug report.

Requirement #1: Localizing changesets [11]. Over the years, a large body of research has been dedicated to locating source code files (or classes) relevant to a bug report [54, 29, 91, 56, 31, 25]. However, recent studies have pointed out that bug localization at the level of source code files still requires significant effort by software developers in order to locate relevant code within large files [24, 11, 53]. Adjusting for this finding, researchers shifted their efforts towards more fine grained code elements, such as file segments [91] and methods [88, 99, 100], which introduce new sets of
challenges such as difficulty in selecting optimal segment size and large methods that still require effort to examine. More recently, there has been a growing interest in changeset retrieval \cite{25, 24, 26, 61} for bug localization as changesets have several unique properties that make them convenient to developers aiming to fix a bug. First, they inherently capture lines of code that are related to each other within the context of a modification, while the changeset log summarize the goal of the modification. Second, when locating changesets, we can retrieve not only the modified portion of the code, but identify a software developer that committed the modification in the first place, therefore easing the bug triaging process. Finally, changesets allow for straightforward context-aware division into a set of hunks, i.e., a set of changes in one area of the file. Hunks are usually convenient to read for developers and allow for easy detection of changes with no semantic value (e.g., changes only in whitespace).

**Requirement #2: Leveraging semantics of input documents** \cite{11, 28}. Understanding the meaning behind the source code can be essential to discern whether the code is relevant to a bug report. However, while bug reports are expressed in natural language, source code is highly structured and typically use a fixed, repetitive vocabulary, that can easily obscure the actual functionality it implements. Moreover, given that multiple developers are involved in maintaining the code base, it becomes affected with unique coding and naming patterns, which pose a significant challenge to traditional IR systems based solely on token similarity \cite{27}. To address that, there has been a growing interest in building semantically rich document representations \cite{27, 26, 15, 79, 101, 11, 102}. Transformer-based models in general, and BERT in particular, are currently one of the most exciting deep learning techniques achieving broad improvements across a variety of text-based tasks. The main strength of BERT-like models is in building a token representation based on bidirectional capture of contextual information encoded in the preceding and succeeding tokens, which leads to richer
semantics that is more likely to detect related pairs of bug report and changesets that do not share terms. Prior generations of word embeddings, e.g., word2vec [38] and GloVe [39], which have been frequently applied on software engineering tasks [103], do not use word context at inference time, i.e., each token maps to a unique vector regardless of the surrounding text.

**Requirement #3: Fast retrieval in a large search space** [104]. Retrieving bug-inducing changesets requires computing similarity between a bug report of interest and all changesets committed to a repository up to the present point in time. Given that modern software evolves rapidly, resulting in large source code repositories with numerous commits [105, 106], it is impractical to compute pair-wise similarity due to the large search space. This is especially the case if computing the similarity measure itself is expensive. Though deep learning models provide state-of-the-art accuracy, they typically require more computational resources than token-based techniques, which emphasizes the need for a bug localization technique to limit the search space in order to improve performance without compromising accuracy.

In order to address the above problem constraints, this work investigates the use of a BERT model towards bug localization with changesets as a primary data granularity, which is also preferred by practitioners’ (Req#1) [107]. We specifically selected BERT as it is the state of the art in semantics modeling and extracting contextual information, therefore addressing (Req#2). Finally, to ensure that our approach is applicable to large, industry scale repositories (§2.3), we introduce Fast Bug Localization BERT (FBL-BERT), which reduces the search space, such that only promising candidate changesets are considered for neural re-ranking with BERT. In addition, FBL-BERT encodes a bug report and a changeset separately, allowing to compute changeset representations offline and reduce the computational effort per
bug report at retrieval time.

5.2 Approach

In this section, we first introduce BERT and how it can be used to enhance bug localization, followed by FBL-BERT, which is aimed to significantly improve BERT’s retrieval speed. Last, we outline different choices for how to encode changesets with BERT in order to better preserve their semantics and provide quality matches with bug reports.

5.2.1 BERT for bug localization

The architecture of BERT consists of multiple layers of transformer-encoders, which are an abstraction aimed at modeling sequential data that utilizes self-attention; the notion of attention is to weight specific terms in the sequence differently, i.e., encoding a stronger relationship from each term in the sequence to the remaining most semantically relevant terms. As pointed out by Mills et al. [10], retrieval techniques for bug localization can be significantly improved with intelligent query construction, i.e., by carefully choosing which parts of the bug report to use for comparison. Therefore, leveraging a model that uses attention to emphasize certain word relationships has the potential to significantly improve upon prior state-of-the-art bug localization techniques.

Using a BERT model for bug localization (or other similar purposes) involves three essential steps: (1) pre-training the model with a large corpus of general software engineering-related data, (2) fine tuning the BERT model for bug localization, and finally, after BERT has been completely trained, (3) retrieving relevant bug-inducing changesets for a newly reported bug.

During pre-training, BERT uses massive corpora of relevant text to build a lan-
guage model for a specific domain, e.g., software development. Given that this step requires a significant amount of data and computational resources, a common choice is to re-use a pre-trained BERT model, when available. In the fine tuning step, BERT updates the general data representation with respect to a specific downstream task (e.g., bug localization) given a much smaller, task-specific dataset. More precisely, fine tuning a BERT model occurs by adding an additional layer (e.g., a classification layer) to the pre-trained BERT model. This task-specific layer takes the output of BERT as input and represents the part of the model that is primarily trained during fine tuning, though BERT’s internal weights are also updated in the process. In most scenarios, fine tuning can be completed faster and with much less computational resources than pre-training. Since our goal is locating bug-inducing changesets, a natural choice for a task-specific dataset consists of bug reports and their inducing changesets. A key design choice at this stage is how to connect BERT with the additional task-specific neural network layer. Given an input document, BERT encodes each word in the document with a vector, i.e., for each input document, the output of the BERT model is an embedding matrix of size $|d|$ by $v_{|len}$, where $|d|$ represents the number of words in the document and $v_{|len}$ the length of a BERT vector; typically $v_{|len} = 728$. The most common approach when retrieving BERT-encoded documents is to aggregate the embedding matrix across words through average or summation, which produces a single vector as output. Using such an aggregate representation of a document allows for faster processing and easier comparison between pairs of documents. However, as pointed by Sachdev et al. [108], this simple aggregation strategy leads to a dissipative data representation that has the potential to negatively affect retrieval performance. In the next section, we present an alternative strategy that takes advantage of the full matrix to encode input data.

In the simplest changeset retrieval scenario, presented in Fig. 9a, each newly
arriving bug report is concatenated with every changeset in the project history. Subsequently, they are processed by BERT, producing an embedding matrix, which is transformed to a vector by an aggregation layer. Finally, the vector is passed into a classification layer that produces a relevancy score between a bug report and a changeset. Changesets are ordered based on their scores to produce a ranked result set. This type of BERT architecture for information retrieval is often referred to as Single BERT [26, 109, 110]. In an alternative retrieval architecture, called Siamese BERT [26, 111] and depicted in Fig. 9b, the bug report and the changeset are processed in parallel, first through BERT and then through an aggregation layer. As a result, bug reports and changesets are transformed into independent vectors that are subsequently concatenated and fed into the classification layer to produce a relevance score. The advantage of Siamese BERT over Single BERT is that Siamese BERT enables pre-computing changeset representations offline since changesets are not required to be concatenated with a bug report for retrieval. However, Siamese BERT still requires comparing a bug report to each changeset, which incurs significant
retrieval delay in the case of large number of changesets.

5.2.2 Fast Bug Localization BERT

The FBL-BERT architecture, based on ColBERT by Khattab et al. [112], eschews aggregation of the embedding matrix, and instead builds a relevance score by leveraging the whole matrix, resulting in a more complete, fine grained comparison. More specifically, a bug report $br$ and a changeset $c$ are separately processed by BERT creating embedding matrices $E_{br}$ and $E_c$, respectively. To compute the relevance score between $E_{br}$ and $E_c$, for each word embedding in the bug report $v_{br} \in E_{br}$, we find the maximum cosine similarity across word embeddings of the changeset $v_c \in E_c$, and combine the maximum cosine similarities via summation as illustrated in Fig. 9c. As a result, the model learns how to associate words from a bug report with tokens in a changeset, taking into account the context in which they appear. To account for the two different types of data we process, i.e., bug reports and changesets, we modify ColBERT by increasing the numbers of BERT encoder layers taken to the linear layer. More specifically, while ColBERT uses the output of the last BERT encoder, we take the output of the last 4 encoders (as recommended by [40]). This modification is dictated by prior studies observing that different layers of BERT encode different granularity of semantic information [40, 113, 114]. Note that the linear layer in FBL-BERT is not equivalent to the aggregation layer discussed before, but is used to reduce the size of word embeddings produced by BERT, retaining all word embeddings in a compressed form for faster downstream processing.

There are several benefits that make the FBL-BERT architecture particularly applicable to our problem. First, the model purposely avoids joint document encoding, as in Single BERT, delaying interaction between a bug report and a changeset to facilitate off-line encoding of changesets. Moreover, by using computationally cheap,
yet efficient, maximum similarity summation as a scoring operator instead of a more complex strategy, such as the classification layer in Siamese BERT, the processing time for a query is reduced. Finally, given that the relevance score computation is isolated and relies solely on maximum similarity, it is possible to utilize efficient vector similarity algorithms to reduce the search space of all $M$ changesets by identifying top-$N$ changesets, $N << M$, that are similar to a new bug report, and subsequently re-rank only the top-$N$ subset.

To clarify how FBL-BERT operates for changeset-based bug localization, consider the pipeline depicted in Fig. 10. First, as shown in the Model Training section of Fig. 10, the FBL-BERT model is fine tuned on a project-specific dataset consisting of bug reports and bug-inducing changesets. In the next step (Offline Indexing), all changesets in the project repository are encoded via FBL-BERT and stored in an index supporting efficient vector-similarity search. For this purpose, we use an IVFPQ (InVerted File with Product Quantization) index, implemented in the Faiss library [115]. The IVFPQ index uses the k-means algorithm to partition the embedding space into $P$ (e.g., $P = 300$) partitions, and subsequently assigns each word embedding to its nearest cluster. To facilitate efficient search, when a query is issued, the query is first compared against the partitions’ centroids to locate the nearest partitions, and then the search continues to the instance-level only within those. Note
that the Faiss index contains word embeddings across all changesets. After completion of this step, the retrieval system is ready to be deployed. When a new bug report arrives, it is first encoded via FBL-BERT producing an embedding matrix. Next, for each word embedding in the embedding matrix, we query the Faiss index to identify the $N'$ most similar embeddings across all changesets embeddings stored in the Faiss index. Since among $N'$ most similar embeddings some may point to the same changeset, in the end we obtain a total of $N$ unique candidate changesets. Finally, we use FBL-BERT to re-rank the candidate changesets and produce the final ranking.

5.2.3 Changesets encoding strategies

Software evolution over time is recorded in a repository as a time-ordered sequence of changesets. Each changeset consists of a log message, providing a short rationale explaining the goal of the modification, and a set of source code changes. Depending on the version control system and diff algorithm used in the software project, the representation of source code changes can vary. In this paper, we focus on the format that is the output of the `git diff` command, in which added lines of code are annotated with +, removed lines with −, and all modified lines are surrounded by 3 lines of contextual, unchanged lines. While there exist more advanced tree-based code differencing algorithms (e.g., GumTreeDiff [116]), providing detailed code-change information to a machine learning model may affect the model negatively [117], hence we opt for a text-based approach. Changesets can encapsulate code changes across one or multiple source code files, and modifications to each file can be divided into hunks - groups of modified (added or removed) lines surrounded by unchanged (context) lines. Given this specific formatting, we explore how best to utilize changesets’ properties to construct BERT input from two perspectives: (1) encoding characteristics of code modifications, such as additions or removals; and (2)
levels of granularity in a changeset.

Input provided to BERT models is required to follow certain rules. First, a document (e.g., a changeset or a bug report) needs to be tokenized and each token replaced by its unique token id. Pre-trained BERT models supply their own BERT tokenizers,
that are optimized towards the corpus on which the model is pre-trained. BERT tokenizers are trained using the WordPiece algorithm \[118\]. The main advantage of BERT tokenizers is in avoiding out-of-vocabulary words by dividing unknown words to their largest subwords present in the vocabulary, which is likely to be beneficial in our setting, as software projects can have very specific vocabularies unlikely to be observed elsewhere \[28\]. Secondly, BERT uses a pre-defined set of special tokens. In general, due to how BERT is trained (more details in \[40\]), the model requires that each token sequence starts with special classification token \([\text{CLS}]\) and ends with separator token \([\text{SEP}]\), while other special tokens, such as padding \([\text{PAD}]\) are used if and when necessary. Special tokens can convey information about the structure of data allowing BERT to differentiate between parts of the input, hence we explore how special tokens can be best utilized to encode changesets. To this end, we propose the following encoding strategies, depicted in Fig. 11.

\textbf{D}: A changeset is considered a single document that is feed into the model. To inform the model that a changeset sequence begins, we define and pre-append the special token \([\text{D}]\) at the beginning of the code sequence. Since this strategy does not utilize specific characteristics of a code change, it serves as a baseline to compare against other strategies.

\textbf{ARC}: In this encoding, a changeset is split into lines, and the lines are subsequently grouped based on whether they are added, removed or provide context, as indicated by their initial character: + for added, - for removed, and an empty space for context lines. The lines in each group are concatenated to create a sequence to which we pre-append a special token: \([\text{A}]\) for the sequence of added lines, \([\text{R}]\) for the sequence of removed lines and \([\text{C}]\) for the sequence of context lines. Finally, all the sequences are concatenated together to create an input for the model. By grouping different
parts of changesets based on their characteristics, we aim to investigate whether any particular type of modification is more beneficial than the other. With the ARC strategy the model is given an opportunity to learn how to combine information of different types and, if necessary, decide to disregard a portion of it if it poorly affects performance.

**ARC\textsubscript{L}:** Similarly as in ARC, a changeset is divided into lines, however ARCL encoding does not group the lines. Instead, it preserves the ordering of lines within a changeset, such that special tokens $[A]$, $[R]$, or $[C]$ are pre-appended wherever type of modification changes. While this strategy results in more accurate data representation, compared to ARC, ARCL is also more challenging for the model, since the special tokens occur multiple times and in several places.

Given that a bug report and a changeset are encoded separately, the model has to differentiate between these two types of documents. To this end, when encoding a bug report, we define a special token $[Q]$ that is pre-appended to the query, i.e., the bug report.

Another dimension in choosing how to best encode changesets is related to their granularity, i.e., using entire changesets or separating a changeset to a file- or hunk-level. Leveraging hunks as the primary data dimension in an IR model brings several advantages. First, bugs have been observed to be typically caused by small pieces of code [88, 91], thus the inherent fine granularity of hunks makes them less susceptible to noise when compared to whole source code files [24]. Second, dividing changesets into hunks alleviates issues caused by tangled commits [119]. Given the fact that hunks are typically small and concentrate on an enclosed portion of the code, BERT is not affected by long-range token dependencies, which is a problem typically affecting source code [28]. Finally, shorter input documents are less likely to exceed the
maximum sequence length accepted by BERT, while longer documents have to be truncated, which may negatively affect the results. However, despite easily accessible smaller data granularity within a changeset, to date, most of the efforts are focused on leveraging entire changesets [26 5 11].

5.3 Experimental evaluation

5.3.1 Research questions

**RQ1:** *How effective is FBL-BERT when compared to (1) state-of-the-art techniques based on the VSM, and (2) related BERT-based architectures?*

The main opportunity in using FBL-BERT is in incorporating additional context and semantics when retrieving bug-inducing changesets, which should provide improvements in accuracy over the state-of-the-art, especially for bug reports that provide high level bug descriptions and lack explicit localization hints. Researchers have identified that a non-trivial amount of bug reports already contain localization hints, i.e., they mention the class or method names relevant to fixing the bug, and some recent approaches for bug localization argue that only bug reports that lack extensive localization hints should be considered in evaluation [30]. We follow the methodology proposed by Kochhar et al. [64] to categorize bug reports into 3 groups based on the completeness of localization hints they provide and evaluate the performance for each bug report group separately. We also investigate how the runtime performance of FBL-BERT, which utilizes fine grained matching, compares to other BERT-based architectures that rely on embedding aggregation and perform retrieval across the entire search space. As baselines, we use (1) Locus [24], a state-of-the-art approach based on VSM that locates bug-inducing changesets, and (2) TBERT-Single and TBERT-Siamese [26] approaches that utilize aggregated BERT-based representations that
have recently been proposed for software engineering.

RQ2: Which changeset encoding strategy is the most profitable? Are there advantages to using hunks, changeset-files or entire changesets as the primary data dimension?

In this RQ, we first investigate whether encoding information about the type of modification in each line of a changeset can increase the performance of the FBL-BERT model. We evaluate two alternatives to encode changesets semantics, ARC, ARC_L, and a baseline approach, D, which disregards change-related information. Second, we investigate how granularity of the input data affects the model performance and what are the benefits and challenges of leveraging changesets, changeset-files, or hunks in our model. To answer this RQ, we fine tune FBL-BERT separately for each of the encoding strategies and with each input data granularity, resulting in 9 evaluation configurations per software project, measuring the model’s performance in retrieving relevant changesets.

5.3.2 Dataset and baselines

To answer the RQs, we leverage the dataset of bugs and their inducing changesets collected and manually validated by Wen et al. [24]; manually validated datasets remove the error that can be introduced by the SZZ algorithm that maps the bug fixing to the inducing commit [120]. This dataset includes 6 software projects, namely AspectJ, JDT, PDE, SWT, Tomcat and ZXing (descriptive statistics are presented in Table 8). To create a training set for each project, we selected the first half of project’s pairs of bug reports and bug-inducing changesets, ordered by bug opening date, as a training set, and left the remaining half as a test set. For each pair in the training sets, we also create a negative sample by randomly choosing a code change which does not belong to the inducing changeset, essentially forming triplets of bug
report, bug-inducing changeset, not bug-inducing changeset. We experimented with choosing negative samples by selecting a syntactically similar changeset that was not bug-inducing but we did not observe a significant change in retrieval accuracy. As this type of generating negative samples incurred substantial computational cost to gather, we opted to use random sampling. Finally, for each project we obtained a balanced training set with equal number of positive and negative examples. Note that although training sets do not include all available code changes, during bug localization the model performs retrieval across all code changes available for a specific project. (as explained in Section 5.2.1). To study the impact of different changeset data granularity on the BERT-based models, we created a separate dataset for each type of granularity, i.e., changesets, changeset-files and hunks. To this end, for changeset-file and hunk granularity, we divide the bug-inducing changeset to file- or hunk-level code changes, such that one bug report creates multiple pairs with files or hunks from its respective inducing changeset.

We compare the performance of the proposed model with Locus [24], which is an unsupervised model that utilizes hunk-level granularity and the VSM to locate relevant changesets based on the maximum similarity score obtained between a bug report, a hunk, and a log message. Note that FBL-BERT does not use log messages
as our goal is to explore mapping from natural language in a bug report to code changes. While well written log messages can have a positive impact on the results by boosting the scores for some changesets, not all relevant code changes are accompanied by logs of good quality [4, 12, 21]. As a second set of baselines, we employ TBERT architectures for software artifacts retrieval recently proposed by Lin et al. [26]. Out of the three architectures investigated by Lin et al., we selected TBERT-Single and TBERT-Siamese as our baselines, rejecting TBERT-Twin, since its performance in terms of accuracy and time was significantly surpassed by the two others. In general, both of these architectures are fairly similar to those presented in Fig. 9 with an exception of using more advanced embedding aggregation operators [26].

5.3.3 Experiment setup

The experiments were conducted on a server with Dual 12-core 3.2GHz Intel Xeon and utilized 1 NVIDIA Tesla V100 with 32GB RAM memory running on CUDA version 10.1. To implement our model, we used PyTorch v.1.7.1, HuggingFace library v.4.3.2, and Faiss v.1.6.5 with GPU support. Since pre-training is a computationally expensive task and requires a huge dataset, we decided to use an available pre-trained BERT model, BERTOverflow [81]. BERTOverflow is trained on StackOverflow data, hence it contains a mixture of code snippets and natural language descriptions, which is logical for the bug localization task that operates on both code and natural language. We fine tuned our BERT model and TBERT baselines for 4 epochs with batches of size 16 and a learning rate of 3E-06 [40]. Based on the average number of tokens in bug reports, hunks, changeset-files and changesets across the evaluation projects, we set the maximum length limit to 256, 256, 512, and 512 respectively. All input documents are truncated or padded to their respective length limit. For the Faiss index, we set the number of partitions to 320 and retrieved a total of 1000
Table 10.: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of changeset-based BL techniques for different types of bug reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Bug report type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BL&lt;sub&gt;NL&lt;/sub&gt; n=151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locus</td>
<td>Hunks</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBERT-Single</td>
<td>Changesets</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change. files</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hunks</td>
<td>0.268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBERT-Siamese</td>
<td>Changesets</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change. files</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hunks</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBL-BERT</td>
<td>Changesets</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change. files</td>
<td><strong>0.303</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hunks</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

changesets for re-ranking with FBL-BERT [112]. In the case of Locus, we set the model parameters to $\lambda = 5$ and $\beta_2 = 0.2$, indicated by the authors to provide the highest performance.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 RQ1: Retrieval performance

**Retrieval accuracy.** Table [10] contrasts the retrieval performance of the FBL-BERT model against the baseline approaches for three different types of bug reports: not localized, partially localized, or fully localized. If a bug report has no mentions of relevant classes, it is classified as not localized (BR<sub>NL</sub>); when some of the relevant classes appear in the report, the bug is categorized as partially localized (BR<sub>PL</sub>); and if all relevant class names are provided, the bug report is fully localized (BR<sub>FL</sub>) [64]. Note that in the case of FBL-BERT, we use the results of the model trained with ARC<sub>L</sub> encoding since, on average, it provides the best performance across the evalu-
FBL-BERT outperforms Locus for $\text{BR}_{\text{NL}}$ and $\text{BR}_{\text{PL}}$ by 5.5% and 20.6% respectively, while in the case of $\text{BR}_{\text{FL}}$, Locus surpasses our approach by 11.4%. Given that Locus relies on more direct term matching between a bug report and a changeset, it makes intuitive sense that such a model performs best when localization hints are present in a bug report, and struggles in their absence (as indicated by lower MRR values for $\text{BR}_{\text{NL}}$ and $\text{BR}_{\text{PL}}$). On the other hand, FBL-BERT utilizes higher-level association between bug reports and bug-introducing changesets, which can result in exact matches getting less emphasis. Interestingly, the highest improvement in retrieval accuracy is observed for $\text{BR}_{\text{PL}}$ indicating that the model can effectively retrieve changesets based on partial clues by associating them with patterns learned from historical data.

The performance of both TBERT models and FBL-BERT improves when the models are trained and evaluated on hunks or changeset-files. Compared to leveraging changesets, across all bug reports FBL-BERT improves between 23.5%–25.9%, while the retrieval accuracy of TBERT-Single and TBERT-Siamese increases by 16%–18% and 9.8%–13.9% respectively. While this results indicate that leveraging fine grained data affects retrieval performance positively, it is important to note that the poor performance observed for changesets can be partially attributed to the input size limit of the BERT model (i.e., 512 tokens), which is more often exceed by changesets than hunks or changeset-files. More specifically, in our dataset truncation affects about 8% of hunks and 25% of changeset-files compared to 45% of changesets.

In general, FBL-BERT outperforms TBERT-Single and TBERT-Siamese by 4.9% and 7.6% respectively across all types of bug reports. Comparing the results of FBL-BERT trained on hunks to TBERT models trained on changeset-files, given that changeset-files provide on average the best performance for TBERT models, we note
varying difference in retrieval accuracy depending on the bug report type. In the case of BR\textsubscript{NL}, FBL-BERT improves MRR score by only about 2% over TBERT models. For BR\textsubscript{PL}, FBL-BERT improves by 4% and 8.5% over TBERT-Single and TBERT-Siamese, while for BR\textsubscript{FL} the improvement is equal to 3.9% and 13.8% respectively. The larger gap in retrieval accuracy for BR\textsubscript{PL} and BR\textsubscript{FL} between FBL-BERT and TBERT models indicates the importance of token-level embedding matching, i.e., while TBERT uses aggregated embedding to represent and compare documents, the token-level embedding matching performed by FBL-BERT allows this model to better recognize the key code names presented in the bug report, which, in turn, translates to higher retrieval accuracy.

**Retrieval time.** One of the key desirable characteristics of FBL-BERT is to perform efficient retrieval across a large corpus. This would allow it to leverage fine grained data, such as changesets-files or hunks which were observed to provide the best retrieval accuracy, while maintaining reasonable retrieval delay. In Fig. 12 we compare the average retrieval time per bug report with respect to the increasing number of documents in the search space, i.e., changesets, changesets-files and hunks. In general, FBL-BERT retrieves relevant documents faster than both TBERT models with the retrieval time gap increasing as the search space grows. More specifically, TBERT-Single is the slowest model and requires about 50s to perform retrieval over a small number of documents (e.g., ZXing), and nearly 1000s(!) for a large project (e.g., JDT). TBERT-Siamese is significantly faster than TBERT-Single, and up to the search space of about 15K documents, it performs on-pair with FBL-BERT. However, after that point, retrieval time for TBERT-Siamese rises steadily to reach about 70s for the largest search space, while in the case of FBL-BERT the retrieval time is still just above 1s. By comparing the performance of FBL-BERT against TBERT models, it becomes evident that plain BERT-based models can quickly hit a retrieval delay
Fig. 12.: Average retrieval time per a bug report with different sizes of search space (• TBERT-Single, ▲ TBERT-Siamese, ● FBL-BERT).

wall which makes them impractical to use. On the other hand, FBL-BERT scales up with respect to the search space size allowing to leverage fine grained data to increase retrieval accuracy without sacrificing model responsiveness.

Note that the observed speed improvement is the result of both FBL-BERT and FAISS. More specifically, the training objective of FBL-BERT (i.e., finding most similar embedding vectors) enables using vector similarity search (e.g., FAISS). As a consequence, FAISS can be used to retrieve the $K$ best candidates ($K \ll N$, where $N$ is #documents) with similar word-level embedding representations that are then re-ranked by FBL-BERT. By re-ranking only $K$ documents, the search space becomes significantly reduced, hence decreasing the retrieval time. On the other hand, typical BERT-based pipelines (e.g., TBERT) concatenate bug reports and changesets, and use neural network layers to estimate a relevancy score. This approach precludes pruning the search space via FAISS, therefore, during retrieval a bug report has to be compared to all $N$ documents, which in turn increases retrieval delay.

**Error analysis.** To gain more insight into factors that negatively affect the retrieval
accuracy of FBL-BERT, we manually analyzed the bug reports for which the model struggles the most. More specifically, we selected all bug reports where the bug-inducing hunk was ranked 50 or worse by FBL-BERT. This resulted in 20 bug reports ($BR_{NL} = 8$, $BR_{PL} = 3$, $BR_{FL} = 9$) that the authors independently analyzed, contrasting the retrieved hunks to the true bug-inducing hunks in order to devise a set of common issues causing low retrieval accuracy. The authors also examined the most similar terms (and their weights) for both the retrieved and gold set hunks, focusing specifically on the sources of largest differences between the two. Finally, the authors discussed their independent observations and agreed on three common error categories: stack trace/code snippets, comments, and code tokens splitting, where a single bug report can belong to more than one error category. We discuss each of these, in turn.

In 11 out of 20 bug reports, the difficulty to retrieve the correct hunk was caused by the presence of a code snippet or a stack trace in the bug report. Since code snippets and stack traces typically consist of multiple class names or code tokens, they have a potential to introduce noise through unrelated code names, which, in turn, can lead the model astray [122]. For 7 out of 20 bug reports, we noted that the model was misguided by source code comments present in the top-1 retrieved hunk. Since source code comments are formulated in natural language, a highly-contextual model like BERT tends to emphasize their similarity with the bug report as it is also expressed in natural language. For both of the above error categories, we believe that the wholesale removal of the problematic text (i.e., comments from code and code snippets and stack traces from bug reports) would negatively affect the model as it removes both relevant and irrelevant information. Hence, researchers should explore strategies to treat this data separately, perhaps by encoding their content within BERT with special tokens akin to the ARC and ARC$_L$ strategies we discuss in this
Finally, for 5 of the bug reports, FBL-BERT failed due to spurious matches in code tokens that were split into sub-tokens during preprocessing. One of the previously observed strengths of BERT is in using the WordPiece algorithm to avoid the out-of-vocabulary problem by splitting unseen tokens into the largest sub-tokens that are part of the BERT vocabulary \cite{123}. Since source code identifier names are typically project-specific words, they do not occur in the pre-trained vocabulary, hence they are often split by WordPiece (e.g., ManagerServlet $\rightarrow$ manager, $##$servlet). The sub-tokens can then spuriously match other terms, including sub-tokens from other split identifiers, but not the whole, unsplit term. Researchers in the biomedical domain recognized the same issue affecting medical terms and proposed domain-specific BERT adaptations \cite{124,125,126}. 


Table 11.: Retrieval performance for different configurations of FBL-BERT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changesets</th>
<th>#Bugs</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@3</th>
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</tr>
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</table>
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5.4.2 RQ2: Changeset encoding strategy

Table 11 shows retrieval performance of FBL-BERT trained and evaluated with different changeset encoding strategies and input data granularities. For each project, the three best performing configurations are highlighted, such that dark green marks a configuration with the highest retrieval performance, while green and yellow correspond to the second and third best configurations. Overall, we notice that using entire changesets as the granularity of input results in, by far, the worst performance across all of the investigated configurations for all evaluation projects. We can attribute this result to: (1) truncation of changesets due to input length limitation of the BERT model; and (2) tangled changes within a single changeset, which are likely to affect the model by introducing noise via unrelated code modifications. On the other hand, while the model based on hunks or changeset-files is not free of these problems, the finer data granularity allows it to partially overcome them. For instance, in case of tangled changes, dividing the entire changeset into hunks or changeset-files creates multiple new data points, which limits the noise introduced by instances that are poorly related to the bug. The difference in retrieval accuracy across all the metrics between using hunks and changeset-files as the input data is minor and differs from 1% to 12.2% per project. This results is indicative of the observation that leveraging hunks and changeset-files perform similarly and are both resilient to the problems affecting changesets.

Examining the results for different changest encoding strategies, we observe that ARC \( L \) performs universally best across hunks and changeset-files. Interestingly, at the level of changeset-files, the baseline encoding \( D \), which does not encode modification type, does surprisingly well and outperforms ARC encoding. We attribute this result to the specifics of ARC encoding, which groups lines based on the per-
formed modification, hence in the case of larger documents the grouping may affect the semantics of the documents. On the other hand, ARC encoding for hunks is less likely to be susceptible to that problem since hunks are typically much shorter. Analyzing the results for different projects, we observe that $ARC_L$ performs best for AspectJ, JDT and Tomcat, with an improvement in MRR scores of 0.7%, 6.7% and 4.1% over their second best configurations respectively, while ARC is the most beneficial strategy for the PDE project. In the case of SWT, we observe the highest retrieval accuracy with $ARC_L$, while ZXing performs best with D encoding; however, both of these observations are likely negligible given the low difference between $ARC_L$ and other encodings for SWT, and the relatively fewer bug reports in the ZXing project. Overall, we conclude that leveraging changesets semantics via encoding modification with either ARC and $ARC_L$ increases retrieval accuracy over the D configuration which does not provide the model with additional information about the change. However, based on these results, the difference between ARC and $ARC_L$ is not significant enough to clearly indicate which strategy is superior on average.

5.4.3 Threats to validity

The conclusions of this paper suffer from several threats to validity. A key threat to the internal validity of our study are the specific parameter choices we used to build our FBL-BERT model. A mitigating factor is that all parameters were either studied by us or were reported in other prior reputable papers as recommended or optimal [40, 112]. Another threat is our automated separation of bug reports based on localization hints into, not localized, partially localized, and fully localized, which may result in mistaken categorization, even though we used a well-known and frequently followed procedure [64].

Leveraging changesets for bug localization poses another threat due to possible
noise that can be introduced by SZZ [127], which could result in poor quality mapping between bug reports and bug-inducing changesets. However, the dataset was validated manually [24, 9], and therefore such mistakes, if they still exist, should not significantly affect our conclusions. Errors due to tangled changes [50, 51] are still possible in the dataset as such changes are difficult to remove manually. We believe tangled commits to have affected our final presented results (as discussed in RQ2), however, since tangled commits are a part of software development removing them completely may arguably result in unrealistic evaluation.

A threat to external validity, which concerns the ability to generalize our evaluation results, is that we applied the bug localization technique only on a limited number of bugs collected from a selection of popular open source Java projects. A mitigating factor is that the projects have a variety of purposes and development styles and the benchmark we used has also been applied to prior changeset-based bug localization studies [29, 91, 24]. Another threat to external validity is in the chosen evaluation metrics, which may not directly gauge user satisfaction with our bug localization technique [12], impacting the validity of the reported results. The threat is mitigated by the fact that the selected metrics are well-known and widely accepted as best available to measure and compare the performance of IR techniques.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we propose an approach for automatically retrieving bug-inducing changesets for a newly reported bug. The approach uses the popular BERT model to more accurately match the semantics in the bug report text to the inducing changeset. More specifically, we describe the FBL-BERT model, based on the prior work by Khattab et al. [112], which speeds up the retrieval of results while performing fine grained matching across all embeddings in the two documents.
The results show a significant improvement in retrieval accuracy for bug reports that lack localization hints or have only partial hints. We note that using a whole changeset as the primary data granularity negatively affect the accuracy of the model, while utilizing hunk- or file-level modifications brings significant improvement. By leveraging efficient retrieval architecture, the technique scales up with respect to the size of the search space (i.e. number of hunks), hence it is viable to be used in practice.

One of the key aspects of future work is to acquire more data from large scale software projects to extend the scope of the evaluation. Given that our technique require pairs of bug reports and bug-inducing changesets, the main challenge is in ensuring the quality of the data mined from the project history, since the quality of automated approaches designed for that purpose has been recently debated [120]. Another emerging research direction is in utilizing transfer learning properties inherent to BERT-based models to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed approach toward small to medium size software projects.
CHAPTER 6

DATA AUGMENTATION FOR IMPROVED DEEP LEARNING-BASED BUG LOCALIZATION

Deep Learning (DL) architectures has fueled outstanding improvements across multiple tasks in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and encouraged their application to various problems in the software engineering domain, such as bug localization. However, the fundamental weakness of DL approaches is that they require large amount of labelled data to train the model. At the same time, maintaining the quality of the labelled data is crucial to achieve the best performance. While manual labelling is typically a preferred approach to ensure high data quality, it is a slow and time-consuming process \[128\], often intractable considering the amount of data required to train a DL model. On the other hand, automated mining for labels is far more likely to meet the demand for data quantity, however at the cost of introducing noise in the form of both false positives and false negatives \[129\] \[130\]. Hence, collecting large amount of good quality labelled data can pose a significant challenge for many important software engineering problems and tasks, in particular those that require single project data (i.e., within project) \[131\]. A recent approach to address this problem is to use transfer learning, i.e., pre-training a model with unsupervised learning on a large, general corpus, followed by fine-tuning via supervised learning towards the downstream task. However, this strategy still requires a non-trivial dataset for fine-tuning and, as observed by Gururangan et al., it leads to suboptimal performance compared to when a model is pre-trained and fine tuned on in-domain data \[83\].
In the case of bug localization, the training data consists of pairs of bug reports and their introducing changesets, which are difficult to obtain at scale for a couple of key reasons. First, matching a bug report to bug-introducing changesets is challenging as developers rarely mark culprit code changes explicitly [11], while approaches that find the bug-inducing changesets automatically are prone to introducing noise [127, 120]. Second, the number of positive examples is bounded by the number of fixed bug reports, which are limited even for large and actively maintained projects. Relatively smaller software projects with, e.g., dozens of fixed bug reports, would be very difficult to use. In the end, the main question remains open: how to enable the potential of DL techniques for bug localization, given the paucity of project-specific data.

In the NLP domain, this question has been answered with some success by Data Augmentation (DA) techniques, which, in general, can be described as strategies to artificially increase the number and diversity of training examples based on the currently available data [132]. DA aims to create high quality synthetic data by applying transformations to the available data, while maintaining label invariance. As a result, the size of the original dataset increases, which in turn enables training a DL model for low resource domains and tasks.

In this chapter, we explore data augmentation for bug reports with the goal of producing a large number of high quality, realistic, synthetic bug reports, which can be subsequently used to increase the size of the training set for a bug localization DL model. To this end, we propose two sets of DA operators that independently target natural language text and code-related data (e.g., code tokens, stack traces and code snippets) in each bug report. More specifically, natural language text is augmented using token- and paragraph-level transformations (e.g., synonym inserts), while the code-related data is augmented with code tokens from its respective bug-inducing changesets in order to strengthen the connection between a bug report and different
portions of its introducing changeset. At the same time, by leveraging the augmented bug reports we plan to achieve another important goal, i.e., balancing the augmented dataset toward parts of the source code underrepresented in the original training set.

6.1 Background

Data Augmentation (DA) aims to generate high quality, synthetic training examples from the already available data. To this end, DA transforms the existing training examples to create new data points that expand the original training set with the ultimate goal of improving the performance of the downstream DL model. DA was initially very successfully adopted in the computer vision domain, where simple image transformations, such as rotation or color manipulation, allow for the creation of an abundance of new data points to train the model on, thus leading to significant improvements in image classification tasks [133, 134].

Although the general concept of DA is easy to grasp, i.e., generating new data from the existing training set, the question of how to is very domain- or task-specific. Given a dataset, performing DA requires answering the following questions: (1) what are the data transformations that can create synthetic training examples, and (2) how the quality of those examples can be assured. Depending on the problem, the answers to those questions vary. For instance, in image classification there exist multiple well-established methods to produce augmented data, examples of which are depicted in

![Data Augmentation Transformations](image-url)
The key property of these transformations is that they are label invariant (i.e., a rotated or flipped image of dog, is still an image of a dog), which is fundamental to generating good quality labelled training examples.

Designing similar data transformations for textual data is significantly more challenging given the discrete nature of language. More specifically, compared to image transformations, augmenting textual data is more prone to inadvertently distorting the text’s semantics, which in turn, can affect the original label. In other words, the transformation may not be label invariant. To prevent this from happening, researchers in NLP proposed numerous DA strategies ranging from simple rule-based techniques to transformations leveraging advanced DL models [135, 132].

Rule-based techniques rely on data transformations that typically extend and re-arrange the existing data. For instance, Wei and Zou [136] proposed Easy Data Augmentation (EDA), which encompasses four token-level operators: random insert, random swap, random delete, and synonym replacement. The operators are applied only to a small portion of words (e.g., 1%) to minimize the risk of affecting the label. EDA improves the performance of text classification tasks, with the highest boost observed for the smallest datasets (i.e., 500 samples). Sahin et al. [137] introduced a sentence-level augmenter that uses a dependency tree to maintain the invariance of the sentence while swapping or deleting child nodes. Guided by in-domain knowledge, Yan et al. [138] proposed to randomly delete sentences in lengthy legal documents as many of them are irrelevant to the understanding of the case. The strength of rule-based techniques lies in the ease of use and interpretability of the augmentation operators, while the strict augmentation rules help to enforce label invariance.

This question of label preserving data transformations can be further extended to the overall question of quality and diversity of newly generated training examples. In other words, a synthetic example should be different enough from the original exam-
ple to add “new value“ to the training set, and similar enough to preserve the original label. Given that rule-based DA techniques follow a rigid and fixed set of rules, they have limited ability to produce diverse output. To overcome that, another branch of DA methods use external models. For instance, Guo et al. [139] uses embeddings to convert text to a numeric vector, and subsequently mixes pairs of numeric vectors to create synthetic examples. Backtranslation [140, 141] is another popular method used to paraphrase the original data by translating a sentence to another language and back [142, 143, 144]. More recently, researchers explored generative data augmentation with the help of pre-trained GPT-2 models [145, 146]. While these methods are able to extrapolate further from the existing data, and, hence lead to more diverse augmentation, they require a good quality pre-trained models and are computationally expensive. Moreover, the recent work of Kovatchev et al. [147] points out that for domain-specific tasks, DA using models pre-trained on out-of-domain data, can be in fact outperformed by carefully designed rule-based operators that take into account a dictionary specific to the task. Interestingly, the authors reported to achieve the best performance when combining multiple, simple data transformations to generate a new example. While combining data transformations, known as stacking augmentations [135], is often used in the computer vision domain, it has only recently been effectively applied to textual data [147, 148].

Although the primary goal of DA is to increase the size of the training set, augmenting the data brings a few other benefits over the original datasets. First, using augmented data helps in preventing overfitting to the training data [149, 141]. Secondly, the augmented data can be used to fix the data distribution in case of data imbalance [150, 151, 152].
6.2 Data augmentation in bug localization

With the increasing complexity of DL-based methods for bug localization [30, 58, 153], the problem of data scarcity comes to the forefront. More specifically, while the more advanced models have the potential to bridge the lexical gap between a bug report and source code [154, 88], in order to fulfill that promise, they require large amount of bug reports to learn the semantics of the project and subsequently associate it with bug-inducing changesets. Insufficient amount of training examples may lead to model overfitting, memorizing high-frequency patterns or structures instead of generalizing the knowledge [135]. DA can help to address the data scarcity problem in bug localization by focusing on the following goals.

1. Increasing the number of bug reports. Training a DL model for bug localization requires a substantial dataset consisting of bug reports and bug-inducing changesets. The main challenge of constructing such dataset is that it is project-specific. Most software projects typically have few bug reports with a clear indication of the changesets that caused them [11]. Moreover, the total number of bug reports in a project is an upper bound on the number of positive training instances that are available. Note that while we can create numerous negative instances (i.e., a bug report and a non-bug-inducing changeset), the benefit to the DL model is limited as the bug report remains the same in each instance. Moreover, out of all the reported bugs, some are closed with Won’t fix or Not a Bug status [64, 155], hence they do not have corresponding changesets and cannot be used for training. To empirically verify the scale of data scarcity problem in bug localization data, we examined Bench4BL [84], a large bug localization dataset. Bench4BL includes 10K bug reports and their fixes coming from 51 popular and actively developed open source software projects, which equals to roughly 200 bug reports per project. Considering that the
projects in the Bench4BL dataset are typically large and well-established (e.g., long running Apache Software Foundation projects like Camel and Hive), 200 bug reports is a discouragingly low number when it comes to ability to train an effective DL model.

2. **Maintaining label invariance of bug reports.** In NLP, data augmentation is primarily evaluated on classification tasks, such as sentiment analysis or topic classification, in which rarely a single word can be representative of the overall result (i.e., a sentiment or a topic). Data in software engineering is a mix of natural language and code-related segments. In case of bug localization this mix typically affects bug reports which often contain not only natural language description but also mentions of relevant program elements, stack traces or code snippets [154]. Applying off-the-shelf data augmentation transformations to bug localization data may cause more harm than good as it does not differentiate between NL and code, which both bring useful information, but in different forms and quantities. Table 12 shows examples of textual augmentation performed on the summary of bug report #55996 from the Tomcat project using two augmentation operators proposed by Wei et al. [136].

Random Swap exchanges two randomly selected words, while Synonym Replacement substitutes a randomly selected word with its synonym. To find synonyms, we use BERTOverflow [81], a BERT model pre-trained on the StackOverflow corpus. Given the randomness of data augmentation operations, we see different versions of augmented bug report summary. While *Random Swap 1* swaps two words without affecting the semantics, *Random Swap 2* exchanges words that can easily indicate the relevant code component, if a project contains `AsyncContext` and `AsyncConnector` classes. Similarly, in the case of *Synonym Replacement 1* changing `context` to `session` affects the semantics less than replacing `Async` with `TCP` which are different concepts. This toy-example shows how easily off-the-shelf data augmentation can
Table 12.: Examples of textual data augmentation with EDA [136].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bug report summary</th>
<th>Valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Async connector does not timeout with HTTP NIO context.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Swap 1</td>
<td>Async connector does <strong>timeout not</strong> with HTTP NIO context.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Swap 2</td>
<td>Async <strong>context</strong> does not timeout with HTTP NIO <strong>connector</strong>.</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonym Replacement 1</td>
<td>Async connector does not timeout with HTTP NIO <strong>session</strong>.</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonym Replacement 2</td>
<td><strong>TCP</strong> connector does not timeout with HTTP NIO context.</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

introduce noise that affects the original label, especially when handling data that contains key software engineering-related phrases. Hence augmentation of software engineering data in general, and bug reports in particular, requires additional steps to ensure the invariance of the newly generated data points.

3. **Diversifying the training data.** The goal of data diversification in DA is to ensure that augmented data introduces "new quality" to a training set, such as previously unobserved motifs, patterns or expressions, leading a DL model to learn the meaning behind the data instead of memorizing certain forms [156, 135]. In the case of bug localization, the training dataset depicts how natural language describing a bug connects to source code concepts in the bug-inducing changeset. Commonly, the natural language in bug reports consists of Observed Behavior (OB), Expected Behavior (EB), or Steps to Reproduce (S2R) [66]. Given that OB, EB and S2R have been recognized by developers as useful information when fixing a bug [154], augmentation for bug localization data should focus on introducing diversity into those through, e.g., paraphrasing their sentences. The second important component of diversification of bug localization training set are the connections between bug reports and source code. While it is true that bugs are not evenly distributed in
the source code base, the over-representation of one source code component (e.g., class, package) in the training set, may lead to the model blaming that particular component for every bug. To account for that, while augmenting training set for bug localization, additional steps can be taken to mitigate that risk, through, e.g., creating more augmented bug reports for those source code components that occur less often in the training set. In summary, diversification of training data should focus on: (1) modifying the natural language content of a bug report, and (2) diversifying how a bug report connects to the source code.

6.3 Approach

To create augmented bug reports that introduce diversity and preserve invariance (i.e., the augmented bug report still matches the same changeset as the original bug report), we propose a set of custom DA operators. Bug reports describe software failure using various types of information, such as natural language, code snippets or stack traces, which may have different impact on matching a bug report to its inducing changeset, hence we decided to separately augment natural language and code-related information to ensure invariance of the newly created data points and avoid introducing noise. Figure 14 illustrates the workflow of our data augmentation process which starts with data extraction and preprocessing, followed by augmentation with

Fig. 14.: Augmentation pipeline for a single bug report.
the proposed operators, and construction of augmented bug reports combining the
newly generated data.

6.3.1 Data preprocessing

As a first step, we use *infozilla* [157], a tool that extracts stack traces and code
snippets from unstructured bug report content, leaving the remaining text broadly
categorized as natural language. To bring out further structure from the natural
language data, we extract Observed Behavior (OB), Expected Behavior (EB), and
Steps to Reproduce (S2R) using the BEE tool [158].

Stack traces are a valuable source of localization hints, however, due to their
length they tend to introduce noise through multiple mentions of classes not neces-
sarily related to a particular bug report [159, 13]. To mitigate the noise in stack
traces, we reduce their size by selecting the lines that are most likely to contain rel-
evant information. For instance, for Java stack traces this leads to three groups: 1) top
lines, which include the exception name and where the exception originated; 2) middle
lines, which occur after the Java standard library traces and are most likely last
lines of the application code closest to the bug; and 3) bottom lines, which can be
useful for exceptions thrown from threads. Sampling from these three groups creates
a generic recipe that shortens the stack trace, captures different software designs, and
preserves important information. Hence, for each stack trace, we decided to keep top
1 line, first 3 lines that refer to the application code, and bottom 1 line. Heuristic
approaches such as this one have been reported to perform reasonably well even on
unstructured runtime data (e.g., raw crash logs with multiple stack traces, possibly
from different programming languages) [160].

For preprocessing code snippets, we decided to filter out punctuation for two
reasons. First, in a recently published study, Paltenghi et al. [161] compared the
reasoning of developers and neural models, and observed that the models pay more attention to syntactic tokens (e.g., dots, periods, brackets), while developers focus more on strings or keywords. Given that developers perform better, DL models should mimic developers and put less attention to syntactic tokens. The second reason for filtering punctuation is pragmatic – reducing the number of tokens to prevent exceeding the input limit size of the DL models. Following preprocessing, each bug report is represented as a collection of OB, EB, S2R, stack traces, and code snippets.

6.3.2 Natural language DA operators

This group of operators is applied to OB, EB, and S2R due to their primarily natural language content. We propose to use two types of operators: token-level and paragraph-level. Inspired by a simple yet effective technique called Easy Data Augmentation (EDA) [53], we propose to use 4 token-level operators.

- **Dictionary Replace** - randomly selects a word from a pre-defined in-domain dictionary and replaces the word with its substitute.

- **Dictionary Insert** - works similarly to Dictionary Replace, however instead of replacing the word, this operator inserts the substitute at a random position in the text.

- **Random Swap** - randomly selects two words and swaps them.

- **Random Delete** - removes a randomly selected word.

To build the in-domain dictionary for augmenting OB, EB and S2R, we use keywords from language patterns devised by Chaparro et al. [162]. The patterns specify combinations of different parts of speech with certain keywords that have to occur to classify
Fig. 15.: An example of augmented bug report for Tomcat #55171. Token-level modifications are marked with grey color.

a sentence or a paragraph as OB, EB or S2R. For instance, one of the most popular OB patterns is NEG_VERB defined as: (subject/noun phrase) ([adjective/adverb]) [negative verb] ([complement]), where the negative verbs are defined as: affect, break, block, close, etc. The in-domain dictionary contains all keywords identified by Chapparo et al. and maps each keyword to its substitutes, e.g., affect → {break, block, close, ...}. Domain knowledge guided operators have been recently shown to lead to better performance compared to more advanced but general approaches (e.g., embeddings) [147].

As a paragraph-level operator, we use Backtranslation to translate paragraphs of OB, EB or S2R from English to German and back to English [163]. Backtranslation is a popular data augmentation operation that allows to paraphrase the original text.

Finally, let us describe how those operators are applied together to generate augmented data. For each bug report and for each OB, EB, S2R, we apply all token level operators \( n \) times, where \( n = \lambda \times \# tokens \). The value of \( \lambda \) is set to 0.1 for insert, replace, and swap operations, and 0.05 for delete operation as these parameters have been empirically shown to produce best results [53]. Next, the Backtranslation operator is applied to paraphrase the modified text. Given the randomness of the
augmentation, the quality of the augmented sample may vary. As a final step, we employ quality control that consists of two steps. First, we check if OB, EB and/or S2R can be still identified in the augmented paragraph using the BEE tool. For instance, if the original paragraph contained OB and EB, then the augmented version must contain OB and EB to be considered a valid paragraph. We also disallow changing the pattern (e.g., from OB to EB). Second, we ensure that no code tokens are lost during the augmentation by comparing the number of code tokens between the augmented and the original paragraph.

6.3.3 Code-related DA operators

In the context of this paper, code-related data refers to stack traces, code snippets, and code tokens present in natural language text. To augment code-related data, we propose 3 code token operators that are more strict versions of the natural language operators to minimize the risk of distorting the context.

- **Code Token Replace** - randomly selects a code token and replaces it with its substitute.

- **Code Token Insert** - randomly selects a code token, and insert a substitute of that code token at a random position that is at most 3 positions away from the selected code token.

- **Code Token Swap** - swaps two randomly selected code tokens, such that (1) for stack traces code tokens can be swapped only between consecutive stack lines; (2) for code snippets, a swap operations must be performed within the surrounding 3 tokens.

We decided against including a code token deletion operator as removing code tokens is more likely to disturb the invariance of augmented samples.
To find substitutes for a code token, first, for each bug report we build a dictionary of code names using class and method names that occur in its corresponding bug-inducing changesets. Next, we use the Levenshtein distance to measure the distance between the selected code token and all other tokens in the dictionary. A substitute is selected randomly from the 20 code tokens that have the lowest distance from the selected code token.

6.3.4 Building augmented bug reports

After augmentation, each bug report is decomposed into a collection of the original and augmented samples, i.e., natural language data (OB, EB, S2R), and code-related data (stack traces and code snippets). The remaining question is how to build a synthetic bug report out of all the available samples. Recent work in neural machine translation has shown that concatenating augmented samples introduces structural diversity that prevents a DL model from learning to focus only on one part of the input, thus leading to a significant improvement in the model’s performance \[164, 156\]. We propose to use a similar approach to build augmented bug reports. More specifically, first we recreate the original structure of a bug report by concatenating augmented samples. Next, samples are reordered and at most 1 sample can be dropped to achieve further structural diversity. While dropping parts of bug reports may seem counterintuitive, DA strategies that remove tokens or sentences has been observed to have a positive impact on large pre-trained DL models \[165, 166\]. Figure \[15\] shows bug report #55171 from the Tomcat project and its augmented version. Each part of the bug report has been augmented separately using all of its respective DA operators. When constructing the augmented bug report, the second OB and the stack trace have been swapped, while the third OB has been dropped, creating the final augmented version of bug report #55171.
6.3.5 Ensuring a balanced augmented dataset

To increase the size of the bug localization training set with data augmentation, our approach is to focus on augmenting bug reports, increasing the number of pairs of bug reports and bug-inducing hunks. Recent studies show that using hunks, a set of consecutive line modifications that capture changes in one area of the file, produces improved retrieval results than using entire changesets [159, 24]. For instance, given a bug report with \( n \) introducing hunks, data augmentation by a factor of 10 creates 10 new bug reports for each hunk, which leads to \( 10n \) new training examples. However, there is one major drawback to this DA approach. Bugs affect different parts of source code base with varying frequency [167]. In other words, parts of the source code (i.e., specific files or classes) are related to multiple bug reports and therefore their hunks can also be overrepresented in the original dataset. This data imbalance, created by the uneven distribution of bug reports and hunks in the training set, can be exasperated by DA, with strong downstream effects on the DL model and its prediction.

To provide further evidence, we empirically checked the dataset published by Wen et al. [24], which we use in our study. Figure 16 shows the distribution of bug reports (Fig. 16a) and class occurrences (Fig. 16b) for the Tomcat project considering three different choices of training datasets: the original unaugmented dataset, a 10x augmented dataset, and an artificially balanced dataset. Within the plots, there are zoomed-in versions to increase readability at the smaller scale. In the plot for the original training set (i.e., the blue line), we observe that 11 out of 97 bug reports cover over 50% (1432 out of 2812) of the training examples, while 39 bug reports occur less than 10 times. Similarly, out of the unique 110 classes that introduced a bug, the top 10 classes with most frequently occurring hunks cover 34.5% (2586 out of
Fig. 16.: Data imbalance in bug localization training set.

7478) of all training data. This imbalance in the training data can have two potential consequences for supervised training of a DL model. First, the model is more likely to learn the structure and semantics of bug reports that have a large number of bug inducing hunks, while neglecting less frequent bug reports. Secondly, classes that occur the most in the training set are more likely to be selected as bug-inducing by the trained model since they were often seen during training as bug-inducing. The issue of data imbalance has also been recognized in defect prediction datasets [168].

How augmentation exacerbates the problem of uneven data distribution can be
observed in Figure 16, where the orange dotted line depicts the data distributions in a dataset that was augmented by a factor of 10. The majority bug reports and classes become even more dominant in the augmented dataset, making the data imbalance problem more severe than in the original dataset. To mitigate this problem, we propose a data balancing strategy that deliberately chooses samples to augment in order to smooth out the distributions of bug reports with respect to the source code. There are two main concerns that a data balancing strategy has to consider: (1) increasing the number of training examples for infrequent bug reports, and (2) ensuring that the number of examples with a given class does not dominate the dataset. To illustrate the need for these strategies, consider a bug report $B_1$ with 20 hunks from different classes, and a bug report $B_2$ with one hunk from class $C$. If the balancing strategy is focused only on the distribution of bug reports, then it creates 20 augmented examples for $B_2$, every time using the hunk from class $C$, hence $C$ is likely to be overrepresented in the training set. To address this, we introduce two augmentation factors $\alpha$ and $\omega$. While $\alpha$ influences the number of times each bug report is augmented, $\omega$ restricts how many times each class can be repeated in the augmented dataset.

**Algorithm 1:** Data balancing with augmented bug reports

```
Input : $D_{train}$ – training dataset;
        $\alpha$ – augmentation factor;
        $\omega$ – balancing factor
Output: $D_{bl}$ – balanced training dataset
1  $max_{br} \leftarrow \alpha \times \text{max. # of bug reports in } D_{train}$
2  $max_{cl} \leftarrow \omega \times \text{max. # of classes in } D_{train}$
3  $D_{bl} \leftarrow D_{train}$
4  for $br$, $H_{br}$ in $D_{train}$ do
5      while (count of $br$ in $D_{bal}$) < $max_{br}$ do
6          $br_{a} \leftarrow \text{augment } br$
7          $h_{a} \leftarrow \text{select hunk } h_{a} \text{ from } H_{br}$, where
8              (count of class for $h_{a}$ in $D_{bal}$) < $max_{cl}$
9          Add $br_{a}$, $h_{a}$ to $D_{bl}$
10     end while
11  end for
12 return $D_{bl}$
```
The sequence of steps for the proposed data balancing augmentation strategy is presented in Algorithm 1. In lines 1-2, we compute a limit for bug reports $max_{br}$ and classes $max_{cl}$ based on factors $\alpha$ and $\omega$ and the maximum number of times a unique bug report and class is present in the original training dataset. Line 3 copies the existing data instances into the balanced dataset $D_{bl}$. For each bug report that occurs below the $max_{br}$ limit, the algorithm augments the bug report (line 6), and selects a bug-inducing hunk from a class that occurs less than $max_{cl}$ times in $D_{bl}$ (lines 7-8), creating a new training example. The algorithm continues to add new examples for a bug report until (1) the $max_{br}$ limit is reached, or (2) bug-inducing hunks from all the classes have reached $max_{cl}$. The result of this balancing strategy is depicted in the green line in Figure 16, using values of $\alpha = 0.7$ and $\omega = 1.0$. Compared to the augmented dataset, the data distribution of the balanced dataset is obviously smoother, with a much more even representation of the source code.

6.4 Evaluation setup

6.4.1 Research Questions

RQ1: Can DA improve the retrieval performance of DL-based bug localization?

By generating synthetic bug reports with DA, we aim to increase the size of the training set with the goal of improving retrieval performance of the downstream DL-based model. To understand the impact of the proposed DA approach on DL-based bug localization, we identify three recent transformer-based models to perform this task, which includes FBL-BERT, a technique introduced in Chapter 5. We evaluate the performance of these bug localization approaches, with and without DA, using a standard bug localization dataset and metrics commonly used to measure information retrieval performance. As augmentation necessarily introduces significantly higher
data quantity, we add baselines to the evaluation that aim to differentiate the quantity vs. the quality of the augmented dataset.

**RQ2:** Which of the proposed DA operators contribute the most to retrieval performance?

The Data Augmentation approach in RQ1 relies on augmentation operators that perform specific types of transformations (e.g., insert, remove). In RQ2, we aim to understand what is the impact of these augmentation operators on the retrieval performance during bug localization. To answer RQ2, we perform ablation studies training each DL model with augmented datasets created using all but one augmentation operator type.

### 6.4.2 Dataset and models

To evaluate our data augmentation approach, we use a dataset published by Wen et al. [24] that contains data from 6 open source software projects: AspectJ, JDT, PDE, SWT, Tomcat, and ZXing. Given that *infozilla* requires new lines to extract code snippets and stack traces, and new lines were removed from all bug reports in Wen et al.’s dataset, we located and re-scraped the bug reports (with new lines) from Bugzilla for all projects. For ZXing, the bug reports in the GitHub issue tracker did not match those collected by Wen et al., likely because the project was moved, and therefore ZXing was excluded from the evaluation set. To create a training set for each project, we ordered the bug reports by opening dates and selected the first half for training, while the remaining bug reports constitute the test set. Each positive training example corresponds to a pair of a bug report and one of its inducing hunks (extracted from the inducing changeset). Each bug report includes the bug summary and description, while each hunk contains a log message and source code changes. The
dataset of Wen et al. was constructed using SZZ [169], which identifies a changeset as bug-inducing if it shares any file modifications with bug fixing changeset. While a bug-inducing changeset may include modifications of multiple files, only a few of those may be relevant to a bug (as indicated by bug fixing changeset). Hence, to improve the quality of the positive training examples, we only include bug inducing hunks that refer to classes that also occurs in the bug fixing commit. For each positive example, we create a negative example by randomly selecting a hunk from a class which does not belong to the inducing changeset. After completing this step, for each project we obtain one training dataset, $D_{\text{ori}}$, which serves as our baseline dataset. The descriptive statistics of training and testing datasets used in this study are shown in Table 13. Note that the last column, # hunks, denotes the number of all hunks that are examined by the model during retrieval.

To evaluate the impact of the proposed data augmentation and balancing strategies on the retrieval performance, we train and evaluate three BERT-based code retrieval architectures.

**TBERT-Single** [26, 109, 110] is the most straightforward approach for information retrieval with BERT. The model concatenates a bug report and a hunk, and processes it through BERT and a pooling layer to obtain a fused vector representation, which is subsequently passed to the classification head to obtain a relevancy score. While
this model typically provides high retrieval accuracy, it also incurs significant retrieval delay, since a bug report needs to be compared with all hunks available in a project. **TBERT-Siamese** \cite{26, 111} processes a bug report and a hunk sequentially through BERT and a pooling layer, creating two features vectors, that are subsequently concatenated and passed to the classification layer to produce the relevancy score. The key difference between TBERT-Single and TBERT-Siamese is in the opportunity to perform offline encoding of feature vectors for hunks, hence reducing the retrieval delay.

**FBL-BERT** \cite{159, 112} is our proposed BERT-based architecture that enables rapid retrieval across a large collection of documents (i.e., hunks). Unlike TBERTs, which flattens the embedding matrix to a vector to make a prediction, FBL-BERT leverages the full embedding matrix and calculates relevancy score between a bug report and a hunk as a sum of maximum vector similarities between word embeddings of the bug report and hunk. This, in turn, allows to use efficient vector similarity search algorithms to find the most similar hunks and only re-rank those with FBL-BERT, hence significantly reducing the retrieval time per bug report. Given that FBL-BERT leverages fine-grained token-to-token embeddings matching, the model is more likely to better utilize relevant keywords if they occur in the bug report.

### 6.4.3 Experiment setup

We performed the experiments on a server with Dual 12-core 3.2GHz Intel Xeon and 1 NVIDIA Tesla V100 with 32GB RAM memory running CUDA v.11.4. The models are implemented with PyTorch v.1.7.1, HuggingFace library v.4.3.2, and Faiss v.1.6.5 with GPU support. We opted for using BERTOverFlow \cite{81} as our pre-trained base BERT model, since, similarly to our data, StackOverflow data is also a mixture of code and natural language. All models are fine tuned for 4 epochs, using a batch
size of 16 and Adam optimizer with learning rate set to 3e-6 \[40\]. Based on the average number of tokens in bug reports and hunks in our dataset, we set the input size limit to 256 and 512 tokens for bug reports and hunks respectively. All input documents are padded or truncated with respect to their input size limit.

6.5 Results

6.5.1 RQ1: Retrieval accuracy on augmented dataset

**Setup.** To evaluate the impact of DA on DL-based models, we compare the retrieval accuracy when training on the original, unaugmented dataset, \(D_{ori}\), to training with augmented and balanced data. More specifically, for each project we construct the five augmented datasets shown in Table \[14\]. \(D_{aug}\) is an augmented, but unbalanced, dataset that contains 10 additional examples for each pair of bug report and hunk, while \(D_{bl_i}, i = 1, 2, 3, 4\), are balanced datasets with different choices for \(\alpha = \{0.7, 0.85, 1.0, 1.3\}\) and \(\omega = \{1.0, 2.0, 2.0, 2.0\}\) respectively. Given that augmentation increases the number of positive examples, the number of negative examples grows proportionally as well (i.e., for each positive example, there is one negative example). To ensure that the difference in performance is in fact the result of DA, and not the higher number of data instances, we created an additional baseline, \(D_{rep}\), that repeats positive examples without augmentation 10 times, and, correspondingly, also adds 10 new negative examples. In effect, the only difference between \(D_{rep}\) and \(D_{aug}\) is the fact that \(D_{aug}\) uses augmented bug reports while \(D_{rep}\) repeats the positives examples.

All models are evaluated on the same test set. Since TBERT-Single requires significantly more time than the other models (e.g., TBERT-Single takes more than 24h to run on the JDT project), we only evaluate it on one of the balanced datasets -
Table 14.: Datasets for RQ1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AspectJ</th>
<th>SWT</th>
<th>Tomcat</th>
<th>PDE</th>
<th>JDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not augmented datasets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ori}$</td>
<td>2.2k</td>
<td>9.9k</td>
<td>5.6k</td>
<td>3.9k</td>
<td>18.2k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{rep}$</td>
<td>22.1k</td>
<td>99.8k</td>
<td>56.2k</td>
<td>38.6k</td>
<td>182.3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented datasets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{aug}$</td>
<td>24.3k</td>
<td>109.8k</td>
<td>61.9k</td>
<td>42.4k</td>
<td>200.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl1}$</td>
<td>22.4k</td>
<td>66.9k</td>
<td>33.8k</td>
<td>25.1k</td>
<td>112.9k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl2}$</td>
<td>29.8k</td>
<td>90.5k</td>
<td>46.8k</td>
<td>30.7k</td>
<td>142.3k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl3}$</td>
<td>31.5k</td>
<td>95.1k</td>
<td>49.0k</td>
<td>32.5k</td>
<td>150.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl4}$</td>
<td>44.2k</td>
<td>130.9k</td>
<td>65.6k</td>
<td>46.7k</td>
<td>216.4k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$D_{bl1}$ - as it exhibits the best performance for TBERT-Siamese, which uses a relatively similar DL architecture to TBERT-Single.

**Results.** Table 15 shows the retrieval performance of FBL-BERT, TBERT-Siamese and TBERT-Single trained on four dataset: $D_{ori}$, $D_{rep}$, $D_{aug}$ and $D_{bl*}$, where $D_{bl*}$ denotes the average best performing balanced dataset for the given model. In general, we observe that the models improve across all the metrics compared to $D_{ori}$, with the lowest improvement noted for $D_{rep}$, followed by $D_{aug}$, and with the highest improvement recorded for $D_{bl*}$.

Depending on the model the scale of the improvement varies. While the MRR score for FBL-BERT increases from 0.264 for $D_{ori}$ to 0.367 for $D_{bl*}$, about half of the improvement can be attributed to the dataset size as indicated by the results for $D_{rep}$ with the MRR score of 0.307. Moreover, we also observe that $D_{aug}$ improves the score from 0.307 for $D_{rep}$ to 0.353, indicating that using an augmented dataset makes a difference not only through data quantity. The improvement between $D_{aug}$ and $D_{bl*}$ is marginal and equal to 0.014, indicating that even the best balancing configuration has a small effect on FBL-BERT in general.

Training with a balanced dataset has a bigger impact on TBERT-Single and
Table 15.: Retrieval performance for different training datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>FBL-BERT</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MRR</td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td>P@1</td>
<td>P@3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ori}$</td>
<td>0.264</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{rep}$</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{aug}$</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl2}$</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>TBERT-Siamese</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ori}$</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{rep}$</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{aug}$</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl1}$</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>TBERT-Single</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{ori}$</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{rep}$</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{aug}$</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl1}$</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TBERT-Siamese with an improvement of 0.035 and 0.092 in MRR scores respectively when compared to $D_{aug}$. Moreover, data balancing is the key contributor to the improvement in TBERT-Siamese. Finally, comparing the results of $D_{rep}$ and $D_{aug}$ for both TBERT models and FBL-BERT, we observe that $D_{aug}$ increases the retrieval accuracy across all metrics, indicating that the proposed bug reports augmentation approach is effective.

Table 16 shows the retrieval accuracy for FBL-BERT and TBERT-Siamese when the models are trained on different balanced datasets, with the values of $\alpha$, $\omega$ and the dataset size provided on the right side of the table. In the case of FBL-BERT, $D_{bl2}$ and $D_{bl3}$ provide on average the best performance, improving MRR and MAP by 16.8% and 14.8% compared to $D_{bl1}$ and $D_{bl4}$. However, as noted before, the improvement over the imbalanced dataset $D_{aug}$ is marginal. In case of TBERT-Siamese, the smallest balanced dataset, $D_{bl1}$, produces the highest MRR score of 0.328 which outperforms other balanced dataset by at least 49%. To better understand how
Table 16.: Retrieval performance with different balanced training datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>MRR</th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>P@1</th>
<th>P@3</th>
<th>P@5</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>ω</th>
<th>#D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl1}$</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>260k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl2}$</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>340k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl3}$</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>360k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{bl4}$</td>
<td>0.315</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>500k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different balanced datasets affect the models’ performance, in Figure 17 we show MRR scores across all evaluation projects ordered by the project sizes, i.e., the number of hunks in a project (see Table 8 for details). Interestingly, for FBL-BERT we observe that the larger the project, the more improvement when training with the bigger training dataset. More specifically, while for AspectJ, SWT, and Tomcat the maximum MRR scores are obtained with $D_{bl2}$, PDE performs best with $D_{bl3}$, and JDT with $D_{bl4}$. On the other hand, TBERT-Siamese consistently achieves the highest MRR scores for all projects with $D_{bl1}$, while other datasets, albeit larger, do not bring improvement. In summary, the results indicate that different model architectures may have different needs in terms of training dataset size to achieve their optimal performance. Some models benefit from more augmented samples, especially for larger projects.

6.5.2 RQ2: Impact of data augmentation operators

**Setup.** To better understand the influence of the proposed data augmentation operators on the downstream model effectiveness, we perform ablation studies on training datasets created using all but one augmentation operator type. To this end,
we create 5 types of augmented training datasets: No Backtranslation, No Insert, No Delete, No Replace and No Swap operator. Note that we consider, e.g., both Code Token Swap and Random Swap as operators of Swap type. To balance the datasets, we use $\alpha$ and $\omega$ values from RQ1 that resulted in the best performance for the models, i.e., for FBL-BERT $\alpha = 0.85$, $\omega = 2.0$, while for TBERT models $\alpha = 0.7$, and $\omega = 1.0$.

Results. Figure 18 shows the MRR scores for datasets augmented with 4 out of 5 operator types as well as MRR scores of $D_{ori}$ and $D_{aug}$ as horizontal lines for reference. We note that most of the operators contribute towards the final performance, with an exception of Swap operator for FBL-BERT. The lack of impact for Swap operator can be attributed to the model architecture. Given that FBL-BERT leverages all of the tokens in a bug report separately, swapping the token positions does not preclude them from being matched. On the other hand, excluding Random Insert affects FBL-BERT the most, indicating that inserted tokens are valuable to the model and improve its effectiveness when matching token embeddings. The Delete opera-

Fig. 17.: MRR scores for evaluation projects trained on different balanced datasets.
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tor is the most prominent contributor to the performance of both TBERT models. When the Delete operator is disallowed during augmentation, the MRR score of augmented datasets drops by 0.054 and 0.055 for TBERT-Single and TBERT-Siamese respectively, indicating that the variance caused by removing tokens randomly has a positive impact.

6.5.3 Threats to validity

There are several validity threads of our findings. A threat to internal validity of the study are the parameter choices for DL-based bug localization models, particularly in the context of (1) training procedure; (2) BERT-base selection; and (3) parameters inherent to each model. To mitigate that threat, during training we follow recommendations of BERT authors [40], while for each model we use parameters identified as optimal by the previous studies [26, 159]. While in our study, we use BERTOverflow as our BERT base model, other choices exist (e.g., CodeBERT [82]), and more models are underway, hence we leave the evaluation of different BERT base models in the context of bug localization to future work.

Another internal threat is in our choices of augmentation operators, their pa-
rameters (e.g., $\lambda$), and how they are applied together (e.g., stacking operators). This threat is mitigated by following best known practices from the NLP augmentation literature that focus on token-level operators and in-domain tasks $[136, 147]$. While we explore some parameter choices for data balancing in the paper (e.g., $\alpha$ and $\omega$), there are also additional parameters related to bug report building process as well as other possible augmentation operators that may provide more improvement.

Furthermore, the randomness of augmentation operators pose a certain threat to the internal validity. To mitigate that, we ensure to set an initial value on the system’s pseudo-random number generator when building an augmented dataset as well as when training a DL model.

A threat to the external validity is that we evaluated the data augmentation technique only for bug localization on a limited number of bugs collected from a selection of open source Java projects. This threat is mitigated by the fact that the dataset has been used in several prior bug localization studies $[29, 91, 24]$. Another mitigating factor is that the projects reflect a variety of purposes, development styles and histories.

Limitations in the chosen evaluation metrics pose a threat to conclusion validity as they may not directly measure user satisfaction with the retrieved change hunks $[12]$. The threat is mitigated by the fact that the selected metrics are well-known and widely accepted as best available to measure and compare the performance of IR techniques.

6.6 Conclusion

DL models toward bug localization excel at bridging the lexical gap between natural language describing a bug report and programming language that defines the source code. However, training an effective DL model requires large amount of
project-specific labelled data (i.e., pairs of bug reports and bug-inducing changesets),
that is typically difficult to obtain in sufficient quantity for a single project. To relax
the requirement on data quantity, and enable using DL model when training data is
scarce, this chapter proposes to use data augmentation (DA) to create new, realistically looking bug reports that can be used to significantly increase the size of the
training set. To augment bug reports, we propose DA operators that independently
augment the natural language and code-related content of a bug report. To build
a new training dataset using augmented bug reports, we propose a data balancing
strategy that selectively augments bug reports to add more training examples for
underrepresented parts of the source code.

The results indicate that the proposed data augmentation improves retrieval ac-
curacy across all studied DL models increasing MRR score by 39% to 82% compared
to the original, unaugmented dataset. Moreover, when augmented datasets are com-
pared against training sets expanded by data repetition, we observe that they improve
MRR scores by 20% to 36%. All of the proposed DA operators contribute to the final
performance, with token deletion bringing most consistent impact for different DL
models.

That being said, the proposed approach requires more experiments to strengthen
our observations and recommendations. As our future work, we plan to (1) ex-
tend our evaluation datasets with new software projects written in Java, Python and
Javascript; (2) conduct experiments with more heavily augmented data, i.e., by using
DA operators on a larger number of tokens; (3) add Code Token Delete operator
given good performance of Random Delete for natural language; and (4) experiment
with different configurations for the bug report builder.
CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

This thesis proposes two context-aware bug localization models to address the lexical gap between natural language used to describe a bug and programming language that defines software functionalities. To learn how natural language maps to source code, the models leverage historical data about bugs and their related source code components. Besides retrieval accuracy, the thesis examines a set of practical considerations pertaining to applicability of the proposed bug localization models with respect to diverse characteristics of bug reports, retrieval delay, and availability of training data.

In order to bridge the lexical gap, this thesis proposes two bug localization models. JINGO uses two Online LDA models, one for bug reports and one for changesets, and translates between the two topic spaces using a translation matrix constructed from historical data. By leveraging LDA, JINGO creates a context-aware data representation at the document-level, while the translation matrix captures the mapping of natural language topics to source code topics. JINGO is evaluated on a task of locating relevant source code files, and shows the improvement over the baseline, especially for bug reports with no or a limited number of code tokens.

The second proposed approach is FBL-BERT, an efficient deep learning architecture that leverages BERT model to build a context-aware data representation at the word-level, hence it allows for more fine-grained context matching. FBL-BERT is evaluated on a task of locating relevant changesets, which is a significantly more challenging task compared to source code retrieval given that changesets are typically more numerous. The results show that FBL-BERT outperforms other deep learning
architectures due to its token-to-token embedding matching, and improves upon state of the art VSM-based baseline.

One of the main focus of this thesis are bug reports that have little to no code references and other localization hints. To address that, both models leverage historical data to learn the latent connection between bug reports and source code. The results indicate that JINGO and FBL-BERT improve upon their respective baselines when retrieving source code components for bug reports expressed primarily in the natural language.

Deploying a bug localization tool in a continuously evolving source code environment requires that such a tool is able to efficiently update its state based on observed changes, and, at the same time, can quickly locate relevant source code for a specific bug report. Given that a regular topic model requires full re-training when new data arrives, JINGO uses an Online LDA that supports adding new documents and updating topic distributions, hence the model is effectively kept up to date with respect to the current state of a software project. In the case of FBL-BERT, the main concern is the retrieval delay given that the FBL-BERT uses computationally heavy deep learning architecture, while retrieval typically requires comparing a bug report with every document in a search space. To this end, this thesis leverages late interaction BERT architecture that combines offline document representation with fast approximate search to rank only relevant candidates. Compared to state of the art BERT-base baselines, FBL-BERT significantly reduces retrieval delay and scales up with respect to the search space size.

While historical data is essential for the proposed models in order to learn the connection between natural language and source code, bug localization datasets are typically small. This, in turn, is likely to negatively affect the performance of the bug localization models, particularly FBL-BERT as it uses a data-demanding deep
learning model. This thesis addresses the data availability problem by introducing a data augmentation strategy to produce synthetic bug reports, and subsequently, use them to increase training dataset size. To ensure the quality of the augmented data, the proposed strategy leverages a set of augmentation operators that acts on different constituent components of bug reports, such as natural language, stack traces, or code snippets. At the same time, augmented bug reports are used selectively to address the imbalance of training examples pertaining to different parts of the source code. The results indicate that the proposed strategies improve retrieval accuracy across all studied deep learning models.
CHAPTER 8

FUTURE WORK

The contributions of this work highlight the advantages of leveraging contextual models for bug localization, while identifying numerous challenges pertaining to data availability and diversity as well as models’ scalability. Based on the presented results, we envision the following research directions.

8.1 More extensive evaluation

There are a few possibilities to further extend the evaluation scope of the proposed bug localization approaches. First, it would be interesting to see the performance of the proposed techniques on more software projects, particularly those written in Python and Javascript given the popularity of those programming languages [170], and their relatively infrequent use in the evaluation datasets for bug localization. Secondly, this work uses BERTOverflow as a pre-trained BERT base, however more choices of pre-trained BERTs are available (e.g., CodeBERT [82]). Moreover, since the time BERT was originally proposed, researchers have devised multiple BERT-like models that aim to address problems of the initial architecture, such as input limit size (e.g., LongTransformer [171], Reformer [172]), and incorporating structural information (e.g., StructBERT [173]). Given that those problems have the potential to impact software engineering data in general, and bug localization in particular, further investigation of those models could be beneficial for the research community.
8.2 Capturing project-specific information

While using an embedding-based model for bug localization brings certain advantages, such as capturing semantics, and recognizing idiosyncratic coding conventions, at the same time it results in the lossy data representation, which eliminates the possibility for exact term matching [108]. This issue is particularly apparent when comparing retrieval accuracy between our BERT-based approach and a VSM-based model for bug reports that contain code references, in which case the later model is superior. Although such bug reports are likely to pose less of a challenge for software developers, a bug localization tool that fails to localize “easy” cases is unlikely to gain developers’ trust, hence it may not be used in practice. Researchers in the medical NLP field recognized the same problem in the context of specific and unique medical terms, and proposed an architecture combining a general purpose BERT with BERT trained only on medical terms [174]. To address the lossy representation problem, one possibility is to extract and preserve project-specific terms explicitly, with a separate, lightweight module that extends the FBL-BERT architecture.

8.3 Extrapolating further from the available data

Data augmentation is a promising research direction in the context of small datasets in the software engineering domain. The key limiting factor of the proposed DA approach pertains to the novelty of synthetic bug reports. More specifically, while augmented bug reports strengthen the connection between natural language and the relevant source code, they are operating within a boundary of certain software features. In other words, even though new source code is constantly developed, as long as no bug report for the new code exists, the code is not reflected in the training set. Hence, the question is: can we generate truly artificial bug reports for the newly
A potential answer may lie in the realm of Generative Data Augmentation which aims to generate new examples leveraging the knowledge and patterns learned by large pre-trained models \cite{175,176}.

### 8.4 Interpretability of the results

One of the disadvantages of using deep learning models is that they are considered “black box” models, i.e., while the values on the input and output are known, the internal working of the model and its reasoning is obscure. Given the remarkable accuracy of deep learning models on multiple tasks, the lack of interpretability remains one of the key factors that limits deployment of such models in practice, since users are unlikely to trust them \cite{177}. Therefore, one of the possible future research directions is in devising an interpretability method able to clarify the results of a bug localization tool and shed some light on why a particular changeset is deemed to cause the bug. While constructing such a method is certainly not straightforward for many deep learning models, the architecture of FBL-BERT is particularly interpretability-friendly as it uses token to token matching.
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